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IN

The Paducah Pest ottlie
Traveler's
Protective Associationst
.faea. everiing
held a meeting at the
:Paducah
DIRECTION- TANEN YESGOOD FOR TWO YEARS.
CALL BOARD OF HEALTH
Traveling
Men's club rooms on
South Fourth street, ;i14- there
TERDAY.
TOGETHER
an unusually large attendance was
present to participate in the'veri interesting session conducted /tie
Louisville, Ky., Mar. 31.—Late
of the meeting was to OSA - object
this afternoon the coal miners and
officers
for the Piducah Post and select deleThe Growers Will Hereafter Con- This Summer Only One Notice
Sperators of Kentucky reached an
,
gates to the state gathering that will
Nagreement based on the nen scale IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF
trol the Price, Instead of
Will Be Given to Clean Up, EMMA MAYS SUES JACK MAYS be held here during legit
•
month, at
and all danger of a strike in the
which time represenfatio*s will be
FREIGHT FOR WHOLE
the Beware.
FOR DIVORCE.
runes of Kentucky is ended.
Then Warrants Issued.
here from all over Kentacky. The
The coal operators Ind miners of
COUNTRY.
officers selected last evening for thy
Western Kentucky met in joint seslocal organization are as follows:
sion at to o'clock this morning in
'-"President—Henry A, p tier.
the council chamber at the city hall
Yesterday a big meeting was held
Dr. C. H. Brothers, president of The Srnithland Circuit Court Comes
•First
Vice President-2. S. Vanfor the purpose of conferring upon Agitation Starts Again to Combine by about 300 tobacco growers of the city board
of health, yesterday
Loon.
Up
One
Week Prom Tomorrow
a wage scale, the present agreethis county, in the. L. C. Graham announced that he would possibly
the Four System Now
Second Vice President—J. W. Worment as to wages expiring today.
warehouse at Oralutinville, twenty call together that body for a meetJudge Reed Opens Cciart
rell.
miles
from
this
city down in the ing Wednesday''afternoon or . evenIn Use.
Agreement Seems Certain.
Taird Vice President - August
Here Totiorrow.
county, at which time the farmers ing at the City Hall, at which time
Thirring.
While the credentials committee
took steps towardi organizing for the sanitary Canefitions of the city
Fourth Vice President—Louis Coo- .
was in session the report spread
McCracken county a branch of the will be talked. over in general, and
Miami
about the room that an agreement
Dark Tobacco (towers Planters the two san'tary inspectors started
Fifth Vice President—Guy A. HarChicago, March 30.—Agitation for
was certain, and when several' operProtective
association
that
is off on their summer's teties whia , Eninn, atais yesterday in the cir- ris.
a
uniform classification of freight for
ators were asked they smiled and
The directors designated are Finis
the whole United States has been spreading out all over Kentucky, consist of examining the premises i curt curt filed suit against Jack
said: We think it ili be all right."
and
Virginia.
The of evetybody in this city, and order- i Mays for divoace, on the ground E. Lack, R.. H. Pinoltiney,end Oscar
started again. There are at present Tennessee
The basis of agreement is the
four classifications in use in different growers of this district entered in ing cleaned up those found in a that he has contracted the habit of Starks.
irso3 wage seale, and everything parts of the country,
The following committeemen were
drinking to excess, being a conwhich differ upon the movement with much filthy and unhebIthy condition.
the on the basis of Oa ign6 agree- widely in the
De, Brothets vi-a• that his. pies. firmed drunkard, wastes his estate named during the gathering:
matter of rates which eagerness and expect to have one
sent. That this compromise will apply to the same articles,
Railroa'—J. W. MieGlathery.
and this of the most flourishing branches em intention was to call together and does not properly provide for
be reached is now predicted by criffetgence is the cause of a great deal exiisig anywhere over the country. the health
Press—Herbert C. rioover.
adtborities. but 'that if her. They were Married here durHotel—Milton Sanchea:
Isptis sides.
of trouble and annoyance to both
Vesterday the temporary organ- he found the !daubers were too ing tfloa and have made this city
The report also showed that shippers and railroads.
Legislative—Lee Bolton.
was effected, with Mr. J. W. busy at the time to attend a meet- their home for a number of years.
Friployinent-11. Andy Bauer
twenty-eight mines were representIt has been found by Chicago ship- Morton as chairman and R. L. Nel- Mg, he would probably go ahead
an-ithland Court.
Sick—Herbert A. Martin.
ed on both sides. The report of pers that, owing to the fact that both son as secretary. It was decided anal himself
put the inspectors to
One week from tomorrow the cirPost Surgeon—Dr. J. Robert Colethe official and western classificatinns that upon Saturday afternoon, April work so
the committee was adopted.
they can get a good start, cuit court convenes at Smithland for man.
apply in the territory, between Chi- *b, there should
Ad)Mammon to a O'clock.
be held in each by the time spring arrives,
a several week 's session, during Post Chaplain—Rev. William BoutOn motion the convention then cago and the Missiminpi river, and, piecinct of this county, meetings of
This
year
the
board
health
inof
which time there will_aome up for quin.
adjourned until a o'clock this after- the classifications being so wide apart the fanners residing within those tends to be more
rigid than here- taial the litigation or one Markle
The local delegates selected to
in
certain
respects,
merchants
and
noon to allow the scale committee
respective sections, for purpose of tofore, as in the past they have Woken against theRegister News- reps-eat- Pachicah .t the state gathtune to 'meet That the committee manulasturers east of Chicago have a organising the precinct
branches, been lenient to the extent that the paper company, whereip Wotten ering May seh, are as follows:
will report the agreement °utilised consinderable advantage in sending and selecting delegates to the gath- health
and sanitation of the city cleans this paper has libelled him,
H. A. Fetter, Guy bunning, Si
their
good
to the nsarket on the Misby the convention, is thought to be
sissippi and intermediate territory. ering to be held at the county suffered great). They would re- and that he has suffered greatly as Bryant, F. E. Lack, L. F. Kolb, Louis
certain
Specific instances of this sort have courthouse here in the city April peatedly notify property owners to a result Of the mention accorded - Corniland, R. S. Van-Loon, J. W. Mcbeen brought to the attention of the joth, to make permanent the temp- clean up their premises, and al-ilian through these columns in his Glathery, 0. Starrks, H. C. Hoover,
R. H. Mole); Lee Bohoe, Guy Harrailroads by the
Transportation orary county organization effected though the latter would faithfully 'connection
I
with the city chaingang
Comasittee of the Chicago Commer- yesterday.
promise each time, to strictly obey slats and either actions. , The judge r* August Theiring, Milton Sanchez,
H. A. Mafia, J. S. Downs, Harvey
cial Association, with a request that The association is that organiza- the instructioars4tel1 they Would se Smidilout
AMPUTATED
4
*pew one lis orlgingl .PWWPs, Mel Bird, A Bauer, A R.
they be rectified. Railroad men de- tion being gotten up by growers of dilly-dally slow: until in numerous
petition, but gave him the permiss- Grouse, Geo. Powell, C. E Renfro,
dare correction is impossible unless tobacco over the three states men- instances many weeks passed
by ion to amend.
Gus Smith, Adolph W•ii, B. Weille,
a uniform classification is adopted. tioned, for the purpose of protect- before any cleaning
up was done. I
Court Here.
3. MI Cements, E. Lackey.
It has been discovered that under ing their interests and fixing the This will
not be tolerawd this
judge Reed got back yesterday
A called meeting win be held by
the official classification oracles can rice buyers will have
aw
to pay for month by any means, as the health from Louisville and will tomorrow th_ local post the night of April aeth
be grouped toother in one car and the weed raised by
the growers of officers intend to instruct the sani- morning open the criminal tergit of at tie clubrooms on South Fourth
shipped from a point east of Chicago
these
states.
members
The
state tary inspectors, that whenever the circuit court here, emponelingis street, to complete arrangements for
SWITCHMAN ROONEY GOT IT to the Mississippi river at the carload that the buyers have formed themlaftet run across dirty premises, grand jury, while Tuesday the petit entertainment of the state body that
rate, but the same articles being
CAUGHT BSTWEEN DRAWshipped hewn Chicago to the river, selves into a trust that says what they notify the owner to clean it jurors will be sworn in, and trial of meets in the South Fourth street
quarters, with a banquet following at
coming under the western elassifica- prices will be paid for tobacco, and up, by a certain date, and then if actions taken up.
•
/MAD&
The Palmer.
tion, must be shipped at the less than now the growers hand thenasehaa this is not done, not bother about
carload rate, whsels is coasidembly to fix their price, and then if the giving any more notices, but g0 to
Wartea Again.
• —
higher, especially in the higher classMkrkie Worten, a lawyer of h ere,
(Continued on Page Five.)
el.
(Continued on Page Five.)
yesterday in the United States court
Rad Ricked At the "Sneak"
filed a suit for Will Foster, colored,
against Officer Thad Terrel for $5,000
When His Poet Was Canght
damages on the ground that the de FIVE MORE
MADE DURING
fendant assaulted Foster at Ninth
.
1 68 Badly mobs&
and Washington streets a day or two
MARCH
THAN
THERE
afisr John Tice, colored, created
MANY
TURNED
WERE FOR FEBRUARY.
HAS NOT
inch a furore at Eleventh and Broadway, by shooting at Campbell Jarvis,
11,HCCIEELS INTO !COUNTY
irri
&Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
white, and then being made the target for a fusilisle of bullets sent :up
echelon Pete Rooney of the N.,
Lieutenant Thomas Potter of the
CLERIC'S POCKET.
Detective'-Z. J. Moore yesterday(
molly ran across 004 of the blow
, . & St. L railroad's local yards,
found the planar paris moulds gasoline lamps 'like those aped by into the I. C. watch tower at Tice. lpolice for- e- this mtsrning finished
Foster was standing at Ninth and making out the report, showing the
had his foot mashed in such a seenwhich he thinks wet.' .used in manu- plumbers and other mechanics to
VVbsbingtori streets the day after total numbpr -of arrests effected
"ler that it had to be amputated by
County Clerk Hiram Smedley has facturing counterfeit Wars by Cur- heat lead, etc. The slueth ques- Tice
made made hs famous play.
the physicians. He is pqw „vesting found it unusually dull in the mar- tis "Ingram and Henry Pavia, who tioned Enginer likrtin as
to wheth- Officer Terrell and Gourieux were during the montil of March which
easily at the Riverside hospital, but riage license line the past month, as are being held now
in the county er the latter ever let Davis have standing close by and Foster, referr- came to a close .last evening at
naturally suffers some pain.
The .statement
on yesterday closing March, he jail, awaiting action of the United the blow lamp, and 4 first the ing to the Tice incident. remarked twelve o'clock.
The switch engine vat. barking. inund only fifteen licensesrhad been States court, to answer
to the engineer's
memory
was a little something about the police force shows that 133 fell into the dragvino one of the side Mehl(' in Wei
Lined to white couples, and seven charge of making bad dollars. The faulty, but finally he admitted that being wiped out, and an oprising lucid net of the police authorities which
local terminals on Norton down
to colored parties. This is a very court meets two weeks from tomor- the day Davis and. Ingram are amongst the negroes. The officers is five more than arrested during
*bone Third street.
Rebster,!MI,low average for both colors and row here.
taken
!charged with manufacturing the bad tried. to get him to desist. but he re- February, when , 138 were
standing upon the step on the rear p:oves that the Lenten season affused and then while trying to arrest charge of. This shows that Februcoio
at
Potter's
store
Joe
jewelry
The slueth found the moulds in
the tender, and as the engine, fects white and black alike. A khe him, he resisted and patrolman Ter- ary was the better month because
street,
Third
South
the engine room of The Palmer on
backed up to a freight car to conyesterday
John
to
issued
'loaned the blow lamp to Davis who rell teed his club a little, knocking it was three .days shorter than
eens% was
nect onto it and pull the car Out Id Duncan, aged 22 of Ballard county, hotel-and took charge of theist.'nany
Foster in the ,head.
March with the latter's thirty-one
few 1
1
it
Worten now sues Terrell for Fos- days.
the siding. Rooney with, his foot and Alice Elned, aged at, of this They are now being held as evidenol against the two accused,! The moulds came apart. the de- ter. for damages for the alleged asIldcked up the "knuckle" preparatory
The arrests for last month were
county.
when? they are arraigned before the pression in one half the plaster- sault.
.
lo coupling the car to the engine
for the following cause's; obtaining
federal tribunal.
I pails cast 'homing an impreission
that was slowly backing.
money under false' pretetases,
Thd
Prtinte412( 11Q14.
- VG-1'Sb! peify—Tarceny -6; drunitinseeisa—The dentliire—Taifiked - th-ir-b3= 'Jr the-bract- giof"g tlottar; while ANTIPASS BILL
tadtchrnan -511.-tiot fel- hia Tint -Oise
I4:
of the way quick enough,iut before
Alben W. Barkley has sold to messages had passed between Davis the depression in the other side is
presenting pistol at another 3;
a he could withdraw the pedal en. Edna B. Wilkes' for $1,2e, property and Ingram, who are in separate that of the tail side of the dollar. Iowa House Passes Measure Sent seduction t; breach of the peace aft:
These By putting the two sides closely
trernitx, it bad gotten caught be. on the south side of Monroe near cells a: the county jail.
carrying concealed
in By the State Senate.
weapons
5:
was
deed
street.
The
messages
fen the drawheads and was badly Eleventh
confirmed the belief of together, metal can be poured in a
grand larceny 6; disorderly conduct
,
oshed.
lodged' for record yesterday with the slueth that the moulds had little groove leading frotn outside, Des Moines. Iowa, March
3: obtain money under false prenever been destroyed, but were bid to depressions inside, and the dol- The house passed the antipass bill tenses 2; drunk and disorderly it;
He was taken to Riverside hos- the county clerk.
Another little 76 to 17 with an amendment in- malicious cutting a;
pital where he ,is now confines, the
Charles B. George transferred to some place by the alleded counter- lar thereby c4tt.
distuabiag
\ amputation being
performed im- Harriett 0. George for $2,400, prop- fetters. Knowing that before arrest Coons forms a vent out of which chiding all federal dicers and `a publifc sapraisip It; usisappropriatnet
Davis hung around the engine room there can co* the air when
mediately after he weir gotten to erty on West Jefferson street.
bication clause which wig tee- money of soother r; immeralita 4:
of the hotel much of his time, De- through the other grove the hollow quire legislators now here to pay suffering gambling
the inetlention.
; robbery 3;
and le filled with metal. Escape of the thtir way home. If the senate ac- breach of ordinance 4; escaped
teetive Moore went
Divide PreperY•
there
Roesiiidi came here only a few
started a thorough search, with re,1air in this manner prevents the cepts the amendments the measure fugitive. r; mayhem r; cotmterteitiost
;weeks ago from Michigan and got
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot de- stilt that he foetid son, time used moulds from cracking _when filled
will become a law.
wound'employment with the N., C. lic .
2; malicious shooting and
St card the suit of A. Hou er against in making moulds, while in a bun- with comixisirion.
.L. He has been boarding at the
disorderly
crazy
houses
ing
t;
;
it;
c Gillen and A. T. Fonville. An (Ile the plaster paris casts were
Moore feels gratified CHURCH EXPELS MINISTER. use of insulting language t; total.
_Mineral Well hotel on South. FIftb1.L__
Detective
.......1„,a
own the same
—I
COAL MINES—AGREEMENT

UNIFORMITY
IS DESIRED

INITIAL

STEPS

IN

THIS PRESIDENT BROTHERS WILL

SAYS HUSBAND
iS DRUNKARD

PART OF FOOT

POLICE ARRESTS

CUPID VERY SLOW DETECTIVE MOORE FINDS

COUNTERFEIT MONEY MOLDS

4

j

•
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A

Katherine Whitrtield spoke from meeting at the
City Ball, and the
Everybody's Magazine.
young lady is now preparing to atFollowing the literary and busi- tend the niantmoth gathering that
ness session of the ladies an attraz- will bring to New Orleans thousand;
ti ve luncheon wats served.
April of old soldiers who fought for ,the
19th the next meeting will be held, lost cause.
The sponsor has named Mrs. Birit being with Miss Martha Davis
di Kentucky avenue, while the clos- die Campbell as matron of honor,
and Misses Katherine Whitefield nd
Yoacz>o<=:.ot:K=xs000.---4o.:=:.00coolcz=:>0000looec:›oo<=4.aoe.1 ing gathering of this season is with Susie,
Thompson as maids of honor,
Mrs. Saunders A. Fowler April 3rd
to accompany her. Her attendants
at her home in "Edgewood" near
are also prominent sociality, and the
Crescendo Club.
other northern points o their bridalo Arcadia.
coterie will befittingly' attend to the
Miss Virginia Newell will have the tour before going to Tiptonville to
ta...1A1L-41
duties of the sponsorship.
' Crescendo Club to meet with her at take up their home.
Delphic Club.
t'Ll4fIL401e
4 o'cloCk next Tuesday afternoon, at
The young lady is a popular memA sketch of the life of "The Charming Recital.
her home on North Seventh street.
ber of t e teaching corps for the city Princess Lambelle" was the subject MOs
Lucile Lamb of Paris, Tenn.,
1111111:5
public schools, having charge of a oi a paper Tuesday morning
4111e*X4fttl
by was the honored guest for a delight:ZCXYZ111111 /
Franklin building room where she is Mrs. Dillard Sanders
Woodman Dance.
at the meet- ful recital given Tuesday evening by
The two Woodman of the World greatly beloved by the admiring pu- ing of the Delphic club at Carnegie Professor Harry Gilbert and
WE CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO INSPECT
artist
THE GRANDlodges of the city give another of pils. She is a very sweet and lov- library on Ninth and Broadway. friends at Temple Israel on Seventh
able
woman of much popularity and
EST
AND
their dances tomorrow evening at the
MOST
COMPLE
COLLECT
TE
ION OF SPRING MERMrs. Annie Morrow presented a and Broadway. Many of the music
Brunswick hall on Broadway near beauty, and the daughter of Mr. and document on "Madame
lovers of the city were there and
Recamier
CHANDI
SE
EVER
Mrs.
GATHER
Hike
Kettler.
ED
UNDER ONE ROOF IN THE
Fifth street
spent a most happy time, the profesThe groom is a prosperous young and the Noted Women of Her
loWsillatW
CITY
OF
being
sor
ably
PADUCA
assisted
Miss
H.
by
Anne
ALL
THAT IS MOST BEAUTIFUL, FASH,busiricss man of Tiptonville and is to Time."
Cbiurch Societies.
Bradshaw and Messrs. Emmett BagA delightful time was, spent Mon- be congratulated upon the charming The regular progranune for next by, Richard Scott, -Robert Scott and IONABLE AND DEPENDABLE IS HERE, AND HERE AT
PRICES
day afternoon at the residence of bride takes unto himself as a life Tuesday will be disposed of, and Robert McMillan.
SHORN
OF
ALL
HIGH
Mrs.
Stephen
PROFIT.
Wiley of California
I
Mks. Samuel Sagars of North Seventh partner.
WOW
silleteeeen
will give an "Art Talk" that will
street, by the Church Furnishing
Charming Social.
doubtless prove of great interest.
Society of the First Christian church, Daughtters of Confederacy.
A most delightful and interesting
The United Daughters of the 'She is now here en route home social was given by the young people
and the members' friends. A charmwill meet Tuqsday from a European tour, and is the of the Third street Methodist church
ing musicale and literary programme Confederacy
Dependable Dress Materials.
was rendered, while delicious refresa- afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. guest of Mrs. Joseph A. Miller of at the residence of Marketmaster
Fascinating Wash Fabrics
ments were partakes of.
Lelia Wade Lewis on Washington South Sixth street, and
Germany, Paris,
other Frank Smedley on South Fourth
England and 1 A riot of rarely beautiful
and arAIL-44CW
near Sixth street. All members are finds. She has many pictures street. The entertainment was quite America all contribute to make this tistic
colors woven in such soft and
Missiemary Tea.
urged to be in attendance.
taken abroad and formerly lived in unique and was the source of much showing of imported' and domestic; filmy fabrics as
to bring forth your
The Arival Missionary Tea by the
dress fabrics the most broadly im- instant
411115~1
enjoyment to all.
this county, but moved West.
admiration. No finer or handWoman's Auxiliary of the Grace Revolutionary Daughters.
It was in the nature of a box social, portant ever made by the L. B. Ogil- somer materials
AMMO
ever came from the
Episcopal church, will be given next
the young ladies bringing luncheon vie store. Quality is the keynote but looms, no,
The Daughters of the American Afternoon %Vida Chopin.
fairer
or more economical
Friday afternoon at the parish rpar- Revolution will meet with MTS. A. The meeting
Wednesday after- in boxes that were bought by the price advantage will prove a supreme price were ever named in Paducah.
lors, with Mrs Roy W. McKinney as S. Dabney of Fifth and
money
gentlemen
attraction.
young
, and the
See these.
Harrison noon by the Matinee Musicale club
hostess. The Juniors wit furnish the streets
All-wool Skirting, grey shepherd
Mercerized Lisle Tissue Plaids,
next Friday
afternoon. at the Eagle building on Sixth and netted turned into the church treasprogramme, with papers by Misses Opening
ury. A happy time was spent under- check, 50-inch wide, Sitio.
beautiful colorings, Is cents.
quotations
Broadway,
will
be
from
was
spent with Chopin
Sarah Corbett, Elizabeth Kiekland,
Shower-proof Cravenette. so-inch
Silk Tissue Organdies, lovely floral
neath the hospitable roof by an unLucie Powell, Dorothy Langstaff and John Fiske, and "Arnold, The for discussion, and proved unusually usually large crowd.
wide, tan colored, Po.
designs, at 37%c and soc.
Xlitalior,1
and •Wathan Hale, The entertaining. Misses Jessie Nash
Mary Wheeler.
111111411111111
All-wool Suiting., light and dark
German Linens in white and black,
Patriot" will be the subjects for and Alice Cowspton were the lead- Honored
4aftallM
grey and blue mixtures, 36-inch wide, 'ScPaducah SOY.
discussion.
er; for the occasion, and entertainSurprise Affair.
Information from Lexington, Ky.. 50c.
Printed lawns in white, colored and
ing musicale numbers wer'i rendered'is that Mr. Vaughan Dabney of
Mr. Charle 1Ralph, of 705 South
'All-wool Nunsvciling. so inches black grounds, 5C.
Twelfth street was tendered 'a happy P. H. G. L. Club.
by Misses Isabel Mohan, Lula this city, has been-- elected presi- wide, in spring colorings and black.
The P. H. G. L. club met Tues- Reed, Anne Bradshaw,
'surprise party Thtirsday evening Ity
Virginia dent of the Y. M. C. A. maintained
a crowd of his friends who swooped day evening with
Miss
Ruby Newell, Mesdames Denis Mocquot in connection with the State ColCharming liprist$ Waists.
down on the young man and helped 'Meyers of South Fourth street, and and David M. Flournoy, and Prof.
The new and exquisite lingerie eflege of that city, and which instihim, spend a pleasant time.
a reunion with much pleasantry Harry Gilbert.
Millinery.
tution the well known and bright fects, the very apex of style most
Those in the party were: Misses, was enjoyed by the guests present.
As the charming pieces were ren- local lad attends. The honor .s cleverly combined with rare economy
Spring Assemble of Ladies' Spring
Edna. Annie and Myrtle Morgan, During the .evening some enter- dered Miss
Compton regaled those quite a gratifying one to his many of price.
Misses Jessie and Maggie Williams. taining contests were held, and
White China Silk Waists, with Hats. Everything that is real clever
the present with entertaining features friends here as it is the first time a
'Miss Li!, Young awd Merrell Ander- prizes taken
by Misses Inez Bell, incidental thereto, while Miss Nash member of the sophomore class round yoke, made of Val Lace inserand new in shape, color, weave and
son, Hugh -and Horace Snyder, 011k Mary Fields
and Mr. Ernest Bell. helped the enjoyment of the gath- has been so recognized, the pres;- tions, $5.00
and Oscar 'Williams, Robert Little.,
White Waists, made of lingerie style is shown here
The gathering 'dosed with the ser- ering by presenting many remarks dency heretofore falling
in unparalleled
James Lee, Charles and Carl Morgan,
to some- cloth, trimmed
with baby Irish inseron current events.
one of the senior grade.
Will Young, Everett Bedding and ving of delicious refreshments.
vulety.
tion.
$1.50.
"i1W4MMRE
41154WeRE
Robert Mercer.
The Paducah lad is the son of
White Lawn Waists, tucked and
Entre Nous Club.
..Paducah's Sponsor.
Mrs. Cora Williams-Clark.
4rEfele
Dr. and Mrs. A. S. Dabney of Fifth trimmed with insertion of
embroidMiss -Mae Owen of Jefferson near
Banquet for Doctors.
Miss Ethel Brooks, one or the city's and Harrison streets, and grandson !Ty:m.
0
70o.
The banquet 'Wednesday evening Ninth street, was the hostess for most popular members of the oyounger of Colonel Sol Vaughan, the rethe
meeting
Of the Entre Nous society circle, has been honored by tired capitalist. The
by the physicians of the city at "Hawyoung fellow
kin's raft on Roadway near Fifth, club Wednesday afternoon, and it being selected the Paducah sponsor is one of
the smartest and most
'was a most sumptuous 'and enjoyable was a charming reunion of the for the Confederate Veteran's nationstudious boys of Paducah and is
affair, to which interest was added young -ladies. The prize was cap- al reunion at New Orleans this month
by the strictly professional gathering tured by Mies Sarah Sanders. A and the choice falls upon one of the credit to his family and townsmen
it was. The spread followed the game luncheon was partaken of.
city's most cultured and accomplish- for one so young. He has always
been a hard worker for the Y. M.
business meeting at the. City H-all at
Those present were Misses Mar- ed girls, of true 'ancestry, and one
C. A., attended the state conventions
which frne State President And mid jorie Loving, Retta Hatfield,
discharge
who
creditably
the
will
Sarah
and
other gatherings, where his
other visiting physicians were in at- Sanders,
honors
trust.
of
the
Riobbie Loving, Lillie Mae
AGENTS PO R BUT TERICK PATTERNS
ability has been satisfactorily rec.tendance.
James
The
choice
was
made
the
by
Winstead, Monima Hopkins, Mae
Dr. J. G. Brooks presided as 'toastPaducah veterans organized in a most substantial and
camp
Walbert
of
T.
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
master at the banquet and many Owen and Blanche Hills.
last Monday evening daring their pleasing manner.
The club will meet next Thurshappy and spatirling responses were
WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES FARTHEST.
given daring the several hours spent day with Miss Marjorie Bagby at
her home /on Broadway near Ninth
over the well laden festal board.
street.
tetiletilf
til=asmass=uutatansumnamumus===mm,
41V4W-titV
Children's Hour.
Nearly seventy littk folks were at Miss Mandheimerls Affairs.
Miss Nlarunheimer, one of the
The—Carnegie library from 4 until 5
-o'clock Friday aiternoon attending most talented artists in the coun"Children's Hour' that was presided try, will Wednesday afternoon 1 t
over 'by Mrs. Hal S. Corbett, one of the Washington school
building
the city's leading etob women of great auditorium on West
Broadway,
learning. She talked for an hour to give one of her recitals that will
Boasting.
the children on Joel Chandler Varris, include mention of Shakespeare'::. aDelin't Bragley speak st s sa
ITneensetotiaams.
lag?'
and remarked otherwise in a veiy en- 'heroines. The admission
"She's the must unconscious eel I
for the
"Yea, and he gave a good scosnat at ever saw."
tertaining and instructive manlier KO occasion
is tweniterifive cents, and it=elf."
the little ones. The inclemency of
••well, why shouldn't she be? She's
for benefit of the high school. The 'Why. I heard be
the weather Friday pretreated the uswas very the- pretty and knows It; she's clever and
evening at Temple Isreal Miss tome."
ual large attendance.
knows It and alm's good and knows
"Of course. What elm would you as- What has she to be
One week from the coming Friday Maunheimer will again appear for
conscious ofr—•
the children will be addressed by 'benefit of the Charity club, the ad- pect an aocount of himself ID her— Puck.
Philadelph
ia Press.
Miss Aline l3agby, one of the city's mission for this being fifty cents.
The temple performance will be
brightest young 'ladies.
Bearding Mouse Wit
On &mond Thought.
Zangwill's artory
"We raised Ned hurt night," boasted
SWIRVOlf
— Merely
Mary
"So you have decided not to apply year
the would-be-d611110 boarder, "and
Ann." that is filled w;th pathos and millions to the
Fortner Pafincalsans.
eetabliehnient of Ultra- the night before
we raised Cain."
Mr. and Mks. J. H.. (Totre) Flud- -comedy.
ries?"
"You believe in a diversification at
dleston have been married 29 .years
it
Already :many tickets have been
"Yes," answered Mr. Dustin Stem;
crops, eh?" observed the humorous
today. Mr. H midieston • and Miss old for both entertainments. and -the chances are that if
I did slot of peo- boarder, with a loud
guffaw.—Chicago
Cordie Burns were married March 2q, -prospects are for a filled
house ple would go to them and read books
11‘77, at the residence of the bride's each time.
about the danger of ocumentrated Sun.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Burns.
wealth."—Washington Star.
An Empty Assurance.
•on West Broadway. Paducah, Ky.
"like," said Plodding Pete, "did yeti
Smithland
Nuptials.
The ceremony was performed by
Mnemonics.
Mies Anna Lake Haynes and D4'. "How is the new memozy system yea hear dat stump speaker say de world
the late Rev. George Flower of the
owes us a 11,0111"
First Christian church. The arsend- Lynn Adams of Smithland, Ky.. are stud vingr"
"Yes. But dare's no harder Job on
'it's like all the rest," said the man
ants were Miss Fannie Singleton, de- will be united in marriage Tuesday
earth
dan eolleetin' bad debts."—Wastiwho
struggles to improve his mind.
ceased. and. Miss Fannie Clark. now evening at the sesidence of the
lagton Post.
"It
goes
on
the
theory
that
Mrs. Dick Davis, of Paducah.
easier
It
is
'bride's uncle in that city. It will
to
Mr. and Mks. Thiddleston have be
site a fashionable_ affair at- remember a whole lot of thins you are
The Truth.
spent the 33 years of their happy tended by the elite of that and not interested in than one that you are."
Atke—Some say YOu m a?riot. Tom tn.
—Washing
ton
Star.
wedded life in Fulton and their neiglboring towns.
my money, and some say you married
friend's 'hope they may 1;ve to cele- Miss Haynes is
me fur my looks! now tell ate trutha most beautiTEM FB.O.FESSOB'S DAZAIIL
brate their "golden wedding—Fri- ful and accomplis
fully, what did you marry me for?
hed young Jady,
day's Fulton Leader.
He—I'll be bleat if 1 know.—Yonkert
widely known in Sknithland, this
etatamireas.
it
't'
hiiieilIi
Charming Dinner Party.
A fey friends were charmittgly en- sided Al of her life. She is the
A Tight Squeeae.
Madge—And did he break the ice Ian
tertained Wednesday evening by Pro- daughter of the late John A.
fessor /Tarry Gilbert at his home on Haynes, during life Cairo'. leatrasig
night?
SUM—Break the Los? Why,I thought
South Seventh street near Broadway, boat store and steamboat man.
Dr. Adams is of the LaRue and
with an elegant dinner party, comat one time that he was going to break
every one of my ribst—Yonkses Statesplimentary to Miss Lacile Lamb. of Adams drug firm of Smithland, is
man.
Paris, Tenn., a most dainty and popu- sea enterprising and excellentgentlelar visitor here.
• man, and takes unto himself a
Not Sure
The table and dining ball were bride of rimy charms and pleasing
ever
you
eontribute to a cam"Did
prettily decorated, while white and attributes.
paign fund?"
pink carnations formed the. table
toke415L4411f
"Not consciously, but I have paid
center piece of much attraction. The Magazine Club.
premiums on a life insurance policy."
AH•Pil~ +f10-1-A
menu consisted of many courses, and
The Magazine club met Thursday
--Washington Star.
following the repast the evening was afternoon at the reSidenee
of Miss
spent delightfully at music.
'No Contribution.
Henrietta Koller of Jefferson near
Those there were Masses Lamb, Eighth
Bill—Did Phil contribute to the evenstreet, and a charming gathNell Barry, Lillie Mae Winstead and
Prehistoric Beast—No, I'm not Solna ing's entertainment?
ering held with the delightful hosBlanche Hills, and Messrs, Richard,
to eat you up, but the next time you,01tJill—No, he went le on a free paw.—
tecs.
Scott and Philo Alcott.
alogals Mie with the atoms* I gm Yonkers Statesman.
Quotation
s
from
Wier Mitchell your flnieb.—N. Y. Sun.
likatftatgr
were given in answering roll call
M.ised.
cooping Naotials.
0"Ptnion—Young Mannerly Is a
Miss CAI-a Bertha Kettler, of this at the opening, while a sketch of
They Are.
mark.
All Made of winds and weather',,•
city, and Mr. George Mather, Coro- the life works of Mitchell was given
4ark and shiny eala
Maude's Father—tea; I toed it last
ner, ef-Tiptonville, Tenn., wilt - be-by Mrs. Saunders A. Fowler, MesJumbled up together
eight—Judge.
united in marriage at io o'clock the d
- ames Eli G. Boone and George C.
And titre and blossomed war
,
morning of Tuesday. April 17th. at Wallace made a report upon ScribAre stretehed out for our ksowidif
The Distinction.
Bt skies at. always blue
the hotne of The bride in Mechanics. ner's magazine, and the Bookman'
Itnicker—What's the difference beTor him who sings a.-golai
burg.
immediately following: the was represented by Mrs. ,13Irt1ie
And boilers: "Whoograe-6aer
tween golf and Shinny?
c/-remony ths go to Chicago and Campbell, the president.
—Houston Post.
Becker—Your clothes.-14. Y. Men.
Miss
4WeelM4V-113W-rest.7
rre-illt-!fe,r—tet.44""—
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Our Annual Spring
Fashion Show

SOUETV..

!

L. B. Ogilvie alb Co.,

•

A MilNUTE WITH
THE 11-IUMOROSTS

First-Class
Watch Work

El

BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

l J. Wick

224 Broadway,

PADUCAH, KY.

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
_ is a "Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

•

W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.

J

E.COVILSON,

inSteaPL
UM
B!
oom
m and not Water iteating.
Phone 133.

56 Broadway.

LEFT STEAMER
CHARLESTON
RAN

CAPTAIN TANNER

OFF

BY THE RISING
WATERS.

I --Captain Wagoner Is
Drawn Up

the

Now
Suit

Having

Agoinst

Hummel Brothers.

United States surpasses any one
city in importance and means more
to the states contiguous to the Mississippi valley than the Panama
canal—that greatest of all engineering -feats ever conceived by the mind
of man—means to the world at
1 -irge. To the grain states it means
a to.o;ng of billions, and as all wealth
therefore
is based on the farm, it
will add wealth to every 4partment
of the government. It is engineered
by Chicago capital and brains, which
precludes the probability, if indeed
Press
The
not ,the possibility.
predicts that ere the passing of this
generation the sight of the largest
ocean freight transporters gliding up
the Mississippi river en route from
Amsterdam, and
Buenos Ayers.
Hong Kong to Chicago, will have
become as common a sight as the
passing- Tolu or Fords
Fowler
Ferre teelo:o—C-iteeeen Pres.
"1'is a conSulnation devoutly to
be wished" but it would beunwisein
brother Jenkins to attempt Oo hold
his breath until the 'transporters' arrive.

FAILED

TO

BEAT 'PHONE.

COLLEGE

GIRLS GROW FAT a. p. POOL.

Soon After Bntering the "Freshies"
Nan with Plugged Coin Was Not
They Begin to Acquire
Foxy Enough to Make
Plumpness.
It Work.

A friend of the proprietor went into
a cigar store the other cle.y and stepped
to the slot telephone. Taking down
the receiver, he told the girl at the
central station what number he wanted. Then, says the Philadelphia Inquirer, while she was ringing up that
number he called out to the proprietor
or the store:
"Say, Bert, why isn't tale a good
place to work off this plugged dime."
"It is," said the proprietor. "Chuck
it in."
In a moment the girl said: "Ten
cents please."
Down went the plugged dime into
the slot.
"Too-oo-oot," went the little horn in
the machine.
(-1 Lc
please," said the girl
again.
"I just put
a dime," he proteLted.
"I know," e e answered, 'but you'll
have to put in another. That one was
plugged."
"I thought probably it would be a
good place to work off the plugged
dime," the proprietor laughed later.
"It was. You worked it off ail right."
"But how the mischief diet she know
it was Plugged!" &eked the friend. The
horn tooted all right."
"Yes," said the proprietor. "but
NO ARRESTS MADE, THERE- she's a Pretty smart girl. Sae knows
—especially when you hold the receive;
in your hand and tall notnebody you
FORE NO POLICE COURT
are going to put in a plugged coin."
HELD

it

HENSON,

PADUCAH UNDERTAKIN CO.

"In a couple of months from now,"
said a woman who was matron at a
women's college, for several years,
"there will be a flood of letters from BOTH PHONES
203-205 S. THIRD ST..
girl freshmen to their mothers, all NO. no
PADUCAH, KY.
containing one complaint: 'I'm growing so fat that my clothes won't fit
me.' And the motherkwill worry and
fret, and wardrobes will be sent home
to be let out.
"Freshmen at the women's college
always grow very plump, and they
astonish their friends and relatives
when they go home on their first vacation by the amount of flesh they have
put on. And it is all due, I believe,
to the healthy, normal life that a girl
leads at college.
"The food is alwayi palatable, nourishing, and of the Lest, ar.1 even tho
most finicky maiden learns to eat
everything. I have seen girls who
entered college with the idea that they
could get nothing but the white meat WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN
WALLPAof Chicken and lemon ice, contentedly PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED
eating fried veal and onions a few
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
weeks later.
OFFER YOU.
a. OW 0.41
au
.
"And these meals are always served
at a regular time, and with plenty
133=13:23:133=======MIIMI
of lively conversation to make them
digest easily. Let me say right here.
For the next few days Wallpae
too, that the popular notion that colper that is usually sold elsewhere
lege girls have 'midnight spreads of
at so cents pei roll, we will sell for
mdigeetibles is & wrong one.
Such
x5c per roll.
things belong to a boarding school, but
..Paper
usually sold at roc we will
sot to a women's college.
sell for Sc.
"Then there are regular hours for
retiring. Lights must be out at ten
. •Paper usually sold at Sc we will
o'clock, sad that means eight hours
sell at 5c.
The outof good, healthful sleep.
We carry a large and complete
door life also contributes to the plumpline of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
ness of the girls.
and Window Shades in all colors.
"College girls stay indoors on.y
A large line of booting and buildwhen they have to,.and plenty Of fresh
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
a'rr lnakes them strong and snisiseular.
The yranr.aturn is anotb^r factor. Its
•
purposes is to develop a girl physically. and ease freshman is examined
that she may get the exercise she moat
needs.
Under all them conditiess the
freshmen rapidW grow plump and rosy
and this pituapsess they rarely lose
daring their college course. Even the
thianeet girl Rads she can wear a
deeollete evening gown after she has
been at college three months, and the
fat warts end their superfluous flesh
turning lets hard, firm muscle.
"And one thing more. °college girls
are always happy, and every woman
plows fat when she is happy."

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALM RS

GREAT SALE

.

WALL PAPER STORE

The water is up to the hurricane
roof of the steamer Charleston that
4. still lies in her stranded position
near Wolf island, in the Mississippi
river opposite Hickman, Ky., seventy miles below this city. Captain
Frank Wagoner who owns the boat
1 has had brought here all the effects
lie he could get from the craft, and left
the steamer in charge of a Mr.
Green who resides on the island and
can watch after the welfare of thc
boat.
The Charleston had gone to Wolf
island during the first week of February and gotten a tow of corn she
was carrying over to Hickman for
MONKEY AND THE LADY.
re-shipment by rail, when tbe boat
feminine Fashionable Has a New
ran upon a sandbar and stranded
Whim Which Hakes Her
remained
has
filie
firm and fast.
Will Hamilton Will Ratover FrOln
Conspicuous.
there ever since, it not being possithe Injuries Inflicted Upon Him
ble to pull her off.
Th• monkey is being adopted as a
ever since the disaster Captain
Pet by wine women in these days.
By Ferrell.
Wagoner of our city, has had CapThis fashion I. exhibited to the world
tain John Tanner down on the
because it is the thing to do to take
stranded boat, looking after things,
the monkey out driv jig with you, if
but the great rise in the Mississippi
you own one, says the New York Sun.
There was no session of the police
nvor has put the water nearly up to
"I take my monkey out driving, Just
the hurricane beck, and thereby court yesterday morning, on account as I would a pet dog," explained a piomade it itnpossibile for a watchman of no arrests having been made the neer in this field.
Her friends did not believe her until
to remain aboard, so Mr. Tanner preceding night and day; therefore
gathered up the bedding, bells. furni- no offenders were on the mourners the other day, when one of them came
ture, and other things he could and bench. Lawyer David Cross con- forward to corroborate her.
"I saw her," said this witness. "I
brought them to this city a night or tinues acting as judge of the court
was on a side street. standing at tbe
because
of
the
illness
of
Judge
while
two ago on the Georgia Lee,
curb about to cross the street., when
the boat was left in care of the Mr. Sanders at his home in the Ninth found
my eyes fixed upon the almost
and
Monroe
street
Sans
Souci
flats.
Green who lives on the island.
human eyes of a monkey walking on
Captain Wagoner is now having
the top of the closed doors of a passNot Yet Decided.
drawn up the suit against the
ing hansom.
Chief James Collins has not yet
Marine Insurance company repre"Back of the monkey she sat looking
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN.
sented here by Hummel Bros , for decided where he will put the dog U pretty as a picture and evidently
collection of the policy the company pound, but probabilities ace it will much pleased with the attention that almalsers of the Medical Profession
in EieSery Who Belonged to
had on the boat, indemnifying it be behind ,the City Hall, and then her pet was drawing to himself, not te
That Baca
against injury or destruction. The when a large bunch of animals get Mention herself.
company is trying to get out of in same they will be taken down to '"". "He was not one bit the harrel-orgas
As lateresUng survey of Jews r.*
.4 paying the amount of the policy, as
. another place of incarceration below type of monkey, but a dainty monkey
and
prePared
for Wearing no other coat than his own members of ear profession is to be ohare also the agents, and Mr. Wagon- the incline
natural Mr, the color of•fawn with a team-4 from • little work entit ed
er will sae them to compel payment. slaughter. '
"Judisehe Aerate und ihr Einflins au1
sheen of satin
Captain Tanner says the stranded
"A silver collar set with turquoise • ledentain," which, says the Med
Hamilton
Is
Better.
boat is holding together pretty well,
circled the little creature's neck. A teal Rawl, has been issued by Di
and no parts are being washed away
Will Hamilton seems to be im- silver chain attached the collar to the Simon Setterbel. One of the • most
by the water running over her.
proving at the home of his sister mistress' hand. She, by the way, car- rrominest of the earlier personage*
in Jersey and Dr. Adrian Hoyer ried out the silver and pale blue color menelaned ii Chasdai. who became a
CHICAGO TO HONG KONG. says he will get well. For a while scheme charmingly in her own attire." makintar ender the Calif Abdul-Rahman flu., and did much to establisn
his condition was serious and it was
Or Any Other Old Wong Dr. All doubtful as to his recovery. He was WORLD'S WETTEST PLACE. the position of the Jews a1ro24 the
Moslems in Spain during the tenth cen.11 Hands Up Anchor "'to, Ho,
assaulted by Geo. Ferrell in the Jim
tury,
as well as to foster the study ot
Rainfall
Where
Annual
the
Average
Heave Oh My Hearties!"
Bulger saloon
in
Mechanicsburg,
dm Isdosed In that country. Jehuds
Thirty-Seven
Nearly
Is
about two weeks ago.
The case
Kalov!, who nved 100 years later, war
Feet.
The plan that is being evolved to against Ferrell has been continued
a bevy physician who was also the
deepen the waters of the Mississippi over in the police court until trs
The wettest place in the world, se- aatbor of dlatinguisked practical wad
and the Illinois river to a minimum victim can get out.
wdrke.
The
ereiV
cording to the Russian Meteorological phflosephieal
of fourteen ft. from the Gulf of
Journal, as abstracted In the Revue Medistiorldes of Cordova is includp!
Mexico. thus permitting the passage
Drink "ad Terrell" the pure "still Scientifique, is Cherrapunjt, in the In- moose the list of physicians by thr
of the great freight and passenger house" whiskey, for sale in quantities dian province of Assam. From 11196 meeker, went says that be created whit'
steamships from Chicago and all of one quart or more at 417 Jeffer- to 1903 the average annual rainfall was is aimed* a new Talmud, and allege,
points on the great lakes, to New son street, city retail department. 11.223 meters (nearly 31 feet).
that Rickard °seer de Leon wished J
Orleans and thence to all ports of $2.00, $2.5o and $3.00 per gallon. One
Next came the environs of Bombay, make kiss his mart physician, in spit.
with 6.33 meters annually. But it of the 'Meta of Popes Sweatt's, Niels.
the world, is for the United States quart up.
should be noted that at the station of Olea and (Mitxtes that Cheatham
the greatest enterprise of this age,
surpassing the Chicago drainage
Postman Allard Williams has re- Debundscita, in itanutrun, 10.464 me- 'amid not employ Jewish physicians
to Spain away years before they wen
ters (34 feet) of rain fell annually,
canal project, as much as the ektire turned from a trip to Mayfield.
chiefly in summer. The wettest Year practicality the only practitioners o
In Cherrapureji was 14.729 meters (48 'medicine. Somewhat later Pbpe Alex
feet) In 1361, and in Debundseha 14.133 ander 01. had am personal physician :
meters (46 feet) in 1902. In the latter Jew, Boast de Lates, who svbsequenti)
place there fell in the one day of June became attached to the court of Loul.16, 1902, 466 millimeters (over one and X. The *est against Jewish pliesl
a half feet) of water—more than the clans woo Smelly raised by Sixtus V
whole annual average inf5btr-Parisian largely at tits instigation of two titer
selebested phystelass, David de Pow'
basin.
The neighborhood of warm seas and and Nila Montalto. Is the latter part
high mountains is the principal cause of Ike eighteenth century Sleadels
of these extraordinary precipitations. seise, eterte In behalf of his corn
It may be expected that the extension patriots were ably seconded by his
of meteorological
observation will Weed, She physician Marcus Herz. wet
show other zones of rainfall more in- contritsitse mueb toward the elevation
Here's a Good Yarn.
was pitching, saw the man would
In still
tense than has been hitherto believed, 'of the Iowa in illsresany.
Here is the peaches and cream of proably heat me to it. Ho rushed as in•Jave. and Sumatra.
mope mast Ohne Ascher, Steishelin
the over to the bag and I threw the ball
impertioence. Otto Floto, of
amd 4allsasssi .Trosby have beer,
Denver Post, asks if "any of you with the last atom of my waning
IraJolleasst, sad the author closes his
Hoot of the French Motor.
4. baseball liars" can
duplicate this strength. The umpire rushed over
One generally thinks of the French easea91111001l with the widely know:
_.. __story- Ifonaotheo
oan4-•toogeto else- deeision--right.
fantasia's as being more-mtngical than- names ot___Jitrassmann, Neumann
ilinestor.
4 - West:
" 'Out!" he yelled. It was close our harsher northern tongue. But the Reglniky
"Like all the other leagues, I at that, and the crowd caged the motor--hoot in French is a far more
Mt et Wartasgreiand.
guess," au old-time ball player the officialorobber and otheir ay choice Aar-splitting affair than It is in Eng.
tiesilamereland bills are the reother day said, "ours had a couple names. The 'bug' was a home play- 'ish. To begin _with, it is more often
kid/Moly older world—
of 'bugs.'
The comedians down er, and they were sore to see hint a siren than 1C hoot, and all over nallas of as
deesseoll,
bet of a great rime and
there are more plentiful than in the retired after such a gallant fight. Prance one now hears the long, exanossilay, they have the finJh. tht
cruciaUng
generally
walls
that
asare
big leagues and these fellows are Theirs not to reason that he had
er walk lerrelleenie—one might
sociated with ships—or with souls I
tight in clover. ,
run out of line by a half mile or so.
torment. And when, as in some in- dIfliadatiohy• mMiaer—tIsat comes al
"I was playing firstbase one day, That cut no figure at all."
gemtlis estarpaninnship with
*Unseen, it railway whistle is substiand the pitcher and I pinned one of
fames that make for sattuted, and the automobile rushee
these 'bugs' off the bag, so that he
--4w1Ch air seta water. with
an
like
country-side
the
shrieking
over
A Misnoroer.
MOW- 11114 toe abundagt
didn't have a chance to get back. I
express train, the English tourist died
Allsaille thorn the Aips Arr
started to help run him down, but he
Now that Tennessee is no longer covers very emphatically that he dote
ar, mere forestsaw it was no use and started at in the league, why dirk to the 'P. and bet like the motor-born with a Prunes
'M the makthe
ltittenis..
name?
Why not make accent.
full speed for the rightfield fence.
dgidlee Woet
I gave chase. The crowd raised a it K. Double I or Double I. K. or
•t to.
Oars
even
Never.
I.
T.
I.
is
K.
I..
K.
misleading
mighty cheer. I almost caught up
is sisiost
with him while he was scaling the except to the fans. To be sure to /111m—De you think women should
we es ate hilisttnile
proposing?
of
privilege
change,
have
the
woold
require
'tis
time,
for
fenee, but he just made it. Not to
dfil'groUPalirv1e
Her—Emphatically mit
always difAttilt to get rid of a bad
iØ lines
bc daunted, I, too, started up and
"Why not?"
name. Then too there is likely to
losing_the wild
over. Round the park on the out"And give men the privilege of is.
he strenuous opposition from some
and root that beside we pursued our mad career.
papers of the circuit, possessed of fusing? Never."—Cleveland Leader.
couldn't gain, and was, certainly
cuts of cats; boa cuts, ("butcuts" just
getting tuckered out. Back to the happened) or no cuts, reason and
Bather Indefinite.
Miles----You ought to see the horse I
Main gate we dashed again and a ropriety demands the change and
great uproar welcomed us. The 'bug' "Kitty" and the cuts ought to be con- purchased last week. He eau pus any46 took straight for first baser and I signed to the demniition bow WOWS thing on the roan
Giles----So? Going in the same di1‘473"11:1:g?ala7:1
was game. But Rusty Owens, who anyhow.
Anektes
across.
seetiont—Chicage WU,

NOTHING DOING
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!nvadtn115 Pmilway
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AN INVITATION.

To our friends and patrons:
It is with pleasure we announce
the formal opening of our new store
and factory at 121-123 North Fourth
Street, March agth, 3oth and 31st
We
will
give . an . electrical
show on those dates.. A great many
manufacturers of electrical novelties
will have on display a line of their
specialties.
We will also have in
operation the many new automatic
machines for manufacturing our noveltk specialties.
Our .automobile
sho*room will also be an attraction.
Thanking our many friends for
pan favors, we remain, very truly,
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., Inc.
Paducah, Ky.

frIlinaliasfaimaamawa..•

MAIM, [FINGER et CO.
Undertakers and
Embalmers,

130 SOU Ill

THIRD ST.

PADUCAH. 10fr
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house is the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valuable informatios by simply'writhes ens portal.
We need •
in every town and can alter an opportunity

trittatt%mg men who apply at creek
to maks mone4IF

.80

$8 0PIINCTIME-PROOF TIRES°
141 L Y
$4.80

.80

PER PAIR

o betratisso• $•
NAILS,TACKS
We Will Stall
Oft SLIMS
row a Sant_ple
WON'T LET

POPP IOP Only
OUT THE AIR
(CAID4 WITH CHIMER 1114.115)
NO SORE TROUBLE FROS PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
slaking. No danger from THORNS. CA
Notice the thick rubber tread
TI/11, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
"A" nod puneture strips "JiSerious punctures, like intentional knife cots, can
sad "D." also rim strip ••ki"
to prevent rim cutting. This
be vulcanised like any other tire.
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If the board of councilmen, tomorbeen
have shed, yet
establi
the
city
con- row, night, concur in the action. of
tinued to grow, and that fact the aldermen, in regard to eidarging
PUBLISHED BY THE
proves that the city does not de- the city light plant, no time should bL
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
lost in pushing the work through.
pend
upon factories alone
(Incorporated)
for
growth. Before reaching out for
Pt megister LitUdIng, 523 Broadway.
The Proper Fee.
more, learn to take care of what
(Kansas City Journal.)
A New York lawyer who adTAMES E. WILHUL.M, President. you now have.
mitted that he charged a client $115
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
Chicago's Street Rainways.
for collecting a $39 bill was told by
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
The Chicago Chronicle, a bitter op- the judge that he was a disgrace to
the bar. The proper fee, of course.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- ponent of municipal ownership in
dis- was $39.
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. cussing the proposition
to be subNEWmitted to the voters of that city TutsRocky Times For Rockefeller..
sChse tsar'
day, to issue bonds to buy the street See the small 'subpoena wan
Six Writhe
Hunting all around!
railways, says:
THAT!! THE WAY THE SIGN READS IN OUR WIND
'Three Raids
OW,
OLDAND IT REFERS TO A NEW LINE OF MEN'S so CENT
One Week
"Supposing that the issue of street Not a hair of John
•**
NECKWEAR THAT WE OFFER AT ss CENTS.. WOUL
railway certificates should be ap- ..Anywhere is found.
D BE GLAD
Anyone tng * receive this paper proved at the poHs and sustain
TO HAVE YOU LOOK AT IT.
though—
ed by That is':aot, sttrprit
regularly sheerid report the natter to the courts, that the certificates
Same is hardly -1
should
WE OFFER A SPECIA LINE OF MEWS 1441,.
The Register office it once. Tais. he successfullar negotiates!, and
For
the masizig),John4toy
.HIZE SHIRTS
the
—ALL
THIS SEASON'S 000DS.AND THIS YEAR'S
phone Cumberland 3111.
street railways duly acquired and
Hasn't any.. hajil • •
PATTERNS
.
—AT $5C.. THE HISTORY OF THE LOT
equipped and that they should fk in —Wilberfoete Jenkinspio. the New
IS TMS;
actual operation under the city gov. York World,.1 .
THE FACTORY HAD REMNANTS OF 000*eminent—what then?
111101JOH:TO.0
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"The great danger would be that LETTERS OP
N WETS, ZUT
A -,SOLF-111rADE NOT
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there would be a default in the interEH RAW
OIL KING TO MS TERM .WHILE WE HAVE ALL SIZES, WE
est, that a wide-open franchise would
*
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g-,30111
Sunday llebrrring, Ajr1 zat, Igoe.
be put up at auction at the foreclosEVERY SIZE IN EVERY PATTERN. THE
SH
(New
York
WORT
World.
H
)
ure sale and bought by unknown
IN THE REGULAR WAY ONE DOLLAR
4Dear John III.: Your grandma
Ame,•
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parties and that the city would find
FIFTY, BUT WE OFFER YOU CHOICE OF
Honse..Peopie v
Fhteign People. itself
•--TOR
once more under private owner- got back safe this m4rning, and
,
A FINE CHANCE TO GET UP-TO-DATE
The seatimetilVirril 4speaker at ship except that the new traction she wants me to be sure to tell you
IHTP
11"
VIM elb
-see— - - —41111•1111111
not
worry,
to.
and
I. want to tell LOW PRICE
the .c.itLhiell Fi4ay Milit in regard company could do exactly as it
you to be sure' not tb take • life too
• 1t
pleased in every respect."
to.Jocal:industries Meets with the
WHILE ON THE SHIRT QUESTION WE
WARR TO
aAliile dealing in suppositions, how easy.
YOUR ATTENTION TO A LINE OF WHIT
laity ktiProbation of The Register
You're
a
fine
boy,
John,
but there
E SE3f1-WEGLI
would it do to suppose that after the
are a few things I cap put you IN NARROW PLEATS, WIDE PLEATS AND FANCY
and art as follows:
Mir/DM
city acquired the roads that it gave
AT soc FOR CHOICE.
wise
to that will save you a heap
"I would impress on your minds
the people better service and lower of trouble as you pass
-through this
most indellibly one fact,
your
ALSO TO REMIND YOU THAT WE
CARRY A BIG LINE Or
Money is better employed develop- fares, and then made a. profit suffic- vale of tears. One of them is
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AR.
ient
don't.
to
brag.
meet
Just
its
indebt
you.
edness—what
let the other
ing industries already in our midst
fellow do the bragging while you
than in bringing
here
untried then?
schemei and the propositions of
So far as The Register is con- grab the big end of tlse purse. That
total strangers. Go after those con- cerned it is not a believer in muni- won't hurt him, and it'll do you a
ALL SIZES. ALL STYLES RENS
deal of good.
COLLARS AT roc EACH.
cerns that ,are known to be safe, cipal ownership of street
THESE ITEMS ARE WORTH YOUR
railways, I only mention this in
TIME AND ATTENTION
passing bebut do not overlook the local man- but
CAN'T WE SHOW YOU?
when a newspaper begins to sup- cause I notice that
you cabled to
ufacturer, who is maWng a success
pose something is going to prove a your grandma in Paris the gratify
of his business, but for lack of
failure,
the other side can just as ing news that you weigh more than
working capital is unable to expand
ten pounds. It's all right to weigh
his plant to meet the exigencies of easily suppose it will be a success.
a lot, John; but you'll find as you
an increasing demand."
West Kentucky is to be congratu- get on in life that it isn't the heavWe have never looked with much
lated over the fact that the opera- iest man that can dodge the Misfavor on the proposition to relieve
souri subpoena-servers
the
bet
tors and miners have agreed on a
arid surest. I've always found that
new industries locating heir from
wage scale, and there will be ,no speed and slickne
ss wiU do a lot
taxation, for five years, for the
strike. we don't know who is right more for an oil king than mere
reason that they come in direct
and who is wrong on the differ- beef.
competition with industries already
I didn't have your advantages
ences that existed, but we do know
here--the owners of which have
when I was a boy, and you can't
that both are right in averting a
have mine. Some men learn tto,
borne their part of taxation and
strike.
value of money by not having any
spent their money in building up
In tow the • coal strike figures and starting out to pry a few doland enlarging their business aril
lars loose from the odd millions
were:
aiding to make Paducah what it is.
Loss to. miners in wages.$28,o3o,000 that are lying around; end some
A manufacturing enterprise that Loss
learn it by having a stack of millto other men in
ions left to them and starting to
determines to locate or not locate
mines
6457.000
in a city either because of the tax Loss to mine operators 52,250,000 spend it as if they had a billion a
year.
exemption or because of no ex- Loss to Railroads
26,000,000
Don't think I'm, ansier to rile
LOSS
10
other
busines
s
35,935,000
emption, is not worth much to any
your feelings, John. .• l'rp not, I
•
city. We favor new Fnterprises and
simply want to helpirst4
.dodge
Total loss
$142,372,000
a few pitfalls that
would like to see them come, but
,sure to
if Paducab's location and commerA speaker at the City Hall a few find in your patch. Your affectionate grandfather,
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying
JOHN 1.
cial facilities are not what they are nights ago spoke a pointed truth
it witl pay you to see
Lakewood, N. J., March 22.
these fine models. We can save you
money and offer them with the con-^"----/ooking for, they will never locate when he said a tax-dodger was not a
viction that they are the best Bicycles
that Brain, Skill and capital can
here. We are for the home people good citizen.. The best way to build
pr*duce.
W. C. T. U.
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We
up a city is for every man to pay his
sell' on easy payments. Large stock
(Communicated.)
first, and the outside next.
Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,
etc.,
at
right
prices.
On
accoun
just
t of the incessant rain
and equitable portion of the
We could never understand very
last Thursday afternoon the Paduclearly why a manufacturing estab- taxes The little fellow pays on an
THE OLD RELIABLE.
cah W. C. T. U. did not have a
lishment is regarded as of so much 8o per cent, valuation and the aver- meeting but the program arrang
ed
age big fellow on about a 20 per cent.
more value than a good many other
for that day will be given
next
valuation If every citizen of Padu- Thursd
ay under the supervision of is6 and 128 North Fifth
lines of business. It is true that it
Street, Nat to Kentucky Theatre.
cah would make up his mindto be a Mks'. Emma Byrd, superintendent
takes factories to make a city,
good citizen, the city would sooli of medical temperance.
and it is also true that it takes
It is an established principle of
double .its populaticin. Every sensible
banks, newspapers and mercantile person
in the world is .looking for the White Ribbon people to keep at
eetiabVintlents to make a city. square
deal, and is very apt to go work in rain as well as shine and
while the rain was falling, the press
A. awserWippir:s.omes, along, rents a where he can get it.
superintendent
gathered
some
Istdidink silk! puts in a $25,00o stock:
pointers in regard to the effects of
He hires clerks and bookkeepers
The river at Louisville is within prohibition on busines
s, and this is
i•
and gives emplevient to from ten nine feet of the danger line, and ris- what was learned: (
The very latest designs in, cloth
finish paper with fashionable cut en,
Maine has in her savings banks, relopes to match. We 'are
tar-twenty •peopleatvery week in the ing at the rate of two inches an hour.
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next
30 days in order to introduce
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Louis
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the
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fhe year is closed
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down, • la...a' •
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8 • Aime the merrising, this eilY nsay expect many list has been
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a prohibition state for
chant has paid but more in wages
were drawn last Friday. We will
pay
feet more of water before the river more than fifty years. and was the $t.00 for tile first one of the above
tickets brought to us.
than the factory, besides giving
Better
come and see the other number
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first state in the union ,to enact a
s drawn out.
steady employment to hi's employes;
prohibitory law, while Pennsylvania,
yet
The state politicians are begining the' state ranking second, was the
_neither
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line up their forces for the state first, state to have a county W. C.
favors
from
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city, and
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gn next year. We wish to T. U. organized in every ,county in
every
dollar
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out lea. wages by a merchant
make our prediction, and that is, a the state.
helps
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a clip! every bit as much as that "bust up" wilt occur for the simple
eight years the savings deposits inCLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRESreason that there are more men who creased
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ing 'Mal at St.
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soon as
4
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Buy "Old Terrell" the pure "stiB
of the pool and billiard rooms until who were given instructions as how
for flkh and Injured Only.
house" whilitimer, fee sale at 4ry Jef- They Now Have only Few Thous:tad
to
proceed to perfect arrangements
last fall when Mr. Woods succeeded
213
SOUTH T HIRD STREET.
ferson street, at $2.00, $2.50 and $3 on
for the order that will be instituted OPEN DAY
Left in the Contingent Fund and
him.
AND NIGHT.
OLD PHONfr*o.
per gallon. Quarts and halves in
when
everything
it Has Prospects of Disapis ready.
Mr. Munsey, the barber shop man,
NEW PHONE 334.
PWDUCAH, KY.
proportion.
Mr
Johnson
district
is
deputy
pearing Soon.
and
on receiving notice yesterday to valeaves
this
morning
for his home,
cate immediately closed a deal whereby he sold his barber chairs, mirrors, while Mr. Carter is the grand keeper
Several of the city authorities yes- fixtures, etc., to a Princeton, Ky.. of seals and records for the state,
terday expressed themselves as re- man who will tomorrow ship the out- and goes to his home in Owensboro
gretting nothing could be done to- fit to that neighboring city, to be in- this morning at 7:45 o'clock. Mr. Atward% contributing $1,5o0 out of the stalled in the shop to be opened kins is one of the leading local mempublic treasury to -the - Commercial there. The shop was closet yester- bers. lie leaves on his drumming
trip through Southern Missouri toClub, but that the anticipated revenue day about noon.
morrow and will be absent a month.
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
of the municipality would not permit
Memos.. Schiffman, Harmeling and
(Continued From First Page.)
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they proof this on account of expected expen- Brunson are now looking for new loduce. Unless, of course, you own a
ihtures more than consuming the en- cations, hut have not yet decided
Judge Sanders and have warrants tire amount of receipts.k
The officials upon any. They expect however to
taken out immediately. This un-, would like to help advertise
Paducah find suitable quarters in the business
necessary delay is becoming a nuis- in this manner, through ttli$.club, but center.
M. Stutz has until the first
ance it has new been stopped for it is gbsolutely irnposlaleHtliis year, of August to select another place for
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
good, therefore all given one noti- and it will not be,done.
List of new subscribers added by
hIs confectionary and soda water
rooms.
Estimates free.
fication to clean up, had hetter do
One of the officials yesterday re- business.
the East Tennessee TelePhone comit, as the next notice will be to marked that the revenue to be reThe new hotel linanagement wants pany today:
appear before the poNce judge and ceived by the municipality this year to convert into, a dining room the 1904—Keithley, D.E., refl., 426 S. 31:1.
show cause why they should not would amount to $2311,6os, while the rooms occupied by Harmeling and asoS—Harrison, Annie, res., R. F. D.
be fined for violation of the muni- expenditures already apportiened,.its- Brunson, white for certain other
No. 2.
cipal laws by permitting unhealthy eluding the money for the city public need.; they will use the qUarters now ft/so-I---Grief, Adrain, res., Benton
road
filth to accummialate around thtir schools, amounted to $232.631, thus occupied by Stutz, Schiffnian and, the
Both Phones sot. tea South Fourth St, 323 tentucky A7errae.
giving a surplus of only $5074, which barber shop.
premises.
1906—Giry, Joe, res., ow S. Third.
added to the contingent fund of t25,Brunson,
liarmeling, Schifftnan 179-a--Carroll, A. B., saloon, and &
.300. gives a total of $30.974, against and the barber shop have been rentKentucky ave.
which all expenditnises not specific- ing by t.' e month, hence
is necesLike other commodities, telephone
ally fixed are to be charged, and sary to give them only thirty days
against which $15,000 has already notice to vacate, while Stutz has a service should be paid according to
AU Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
been charged, with further charges as lease good until the first of August ha value.
We have in the city about 2,800
follow: $5,00o for street cleaning, which gives him more privilege.
subscribers
or five times as many as
LARGE ONE GOES UP ON $1,soo 'or the sewer survey and proThe instructions to these parties. to
file for the new sanitary sewerage vacate, were drawn up is legal form the Ind -pendent Co., outside the city
REAR OF FURNITURE FACTHE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
district, $600 for repairs on South yesterday and given Deputy Sheriff and within the county we have 63
TORY GROUNDS.
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHTTE UPON EXPOStimes
as
many
subscribers
as the InSixth street bridge across Island Hume Ogilvie who served them upon
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not bedependent Co. Yet we will place a
creek, $1,3co for repairs to Fourth the tennants.
come dark and discolored.
telephone in your residence at the
The Coal Merchants of Vier. Will street bridge across Island creek.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
same rate the Independent Co. is
$3,000 to buy ground sufficient to
Suffer None by Strike—Other
supposed to. charge and provide in
open South Tenth street from BroadBusiness Matters.
way to Kentucky avenue, $1,000 for
addition, lotfg
distance facilities
surface drain water, sewer leading
which will enable you to reaoh fifty
...•
from Third and Harrison to the rivmillion people fom your home. Call
This week there will be let the er's edict, $3,000 for the Caldwell
3oo for further information.
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
ceintract for the two story brick street fill, $eoo fees to lawyers to
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
building to be put up in the rear help oust the East Tennessee TeleCOMPANY.
yard of thle ,ltruble building form- phone Company, and a possible $5,00d CITY HALL ASSEMBLY CHAMerly occupied as the furniture fac- for a storm water sewer pipe to be
tory retail salesroorsa at 114-116 laid on Monroe, Mladision, Harrison -'Biitli FILLED WITH FARMSouth' Third street. At present an and Clay street, leading from Fifth
ERS YESTERDAY.
old building stands back there, street to river front. The re-construction
paving
street
of
with
Fifth
but it COMO1 down to make room
for the new onie that will cost brick makes it necessary to put down
About seventy-five farmers yespiping that will drain to the river.the
about $3,000. The furniture factory
surface water flowing from Fifth terday afternoon attended the meetpeople scud their retail business to
down the other streets mentiort, • beld at the city hall by the
Garner Bros., who will move the
After outlining these expen' itu
riner's Institute, and great interstock to aos South Third street that and anticipated indebtedness, several
est was apparent from the tillers of
was also used by the furniture fac- of the officials said it would, be readthe soil who seem to be eagerly entory as a branch retzil salesroom. ily seen that they will have to econotering into the movement looks todWh'in Garnet Bros. get the stock mize everywhere in order to hate
wards betterment of everything in
moved, Nos. 114-1.16 . South Third enough money to pull the administrathe vegetable and truck gardening
will be moved into by the P'. N. tion through this year without going
line for' this county. Mr. Sanders
Gardner & Sou ,urniture lirm atilt into debt.
The finance committee is now Brooks, the new president, was in
is now located 'at 124-1to South
framing
a report to this effectit the chair and several hour": Were
.11lirdl _Garner AIlsoli4.41s;
-, in
onistnriect threualtni- • actv- alefig-ernit
whose original place of.,b 'm-is at is laid, to submit to the full board
things.
meeting
week.
this
2136 South Third burned •
t two
The committee selected to desigweeks ago. The new, ad ion benate how many acres of certain
Fellows
Committee.
Odd
hind, ite-116 South Third is for use
pioducte shall be raised by every
This morning at ti o'clock there
by F. N. Gardner. „.
farmer in the county, made la reFraternity
meet
will
Building
a'
the
...•-•44— .- .
arrangements committee of all the port, outliping how many cantaNo Gal Faminet;
loupes should be planted, how many
Barry, & Henneherger, t d other Odd Fellow lodge's of this city, to
cqmplete
more preparations for the cucumbers, beans, and in fact everylocal coal dealers
this fo tty, yesinlarattite
gathering
to /se held there thing in this line.
terday received dispatches from
the last of this month, at which time
Their report 'proved exceedingly
Louisville stating that the coal mine
hundreds of outside brethren and satisfactory to the many members
owners and the miners had reached
(Hertel,' wil/ be in the city.
there and all promised to put in
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EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadway,
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••• by depicting vice: nun *Jail mina a
j. K. HENDRICK. 3.0. MILLEN
huudred where bee warns one or two.
WM. MARBLE.
If a girl wieoe., .0 teach toe world a
welkin let her teach ii by her own purity of life and purpose."' lie stopped
TO
aoruptiy, aud tioded: "I am very glad
that young wonian does not belong to
we, Margaret."
There was a moment's intense
LAWYERS
***NOON*** silence, as Margaret sat !lowly realizRealm 1, a and 3 Register Buil&
ing. 523 r-s Broadway.
CCORDING to the unspoken laws ing that her book was quite as outof her Bohemian world he was a ispoken. "I am very glad that yowls
Practice in all the courts el MI
ilistine and a prig, which means he woman does not belong to me." Those
I
state. Both phones p.
rememcould
she
were
words
the
only
was a gentleman and old-fashioned in
ber distinctly of all he had said. 131112
his ideas about women.
,.
She was a Bohemian by circum- knew now why she had not written to
stances and environment rather than by tell him about her book. A subtle inchoice, and It was only from niKesaltY stinct must have warned her; the inshe had spent most of her later girl- enact that preserves sensitive women
' BROOKHILL BUILDING.
hood in the precincts of Pleat street from making mistakes with those they
TELEPHONE NO, 444.
love.
He was amused at her taste for litera"Florida
Limitedl—Leaving
Louistoo—did
book,
loved
she
her
But she
ture and In a mild way proud- of her
ville at 8 a, m. daily connects at
literary attainments. She had written love it more than Ralph? She hardly Danville,
Ky., with solid train of
conscious
of
knew—she
a
only
was
for some years for some of the numerPullman Sleepers
and vestibuled
ous ladies' magazines, but lately she sudden feeling of icy coldness toward
Architect and Superintendent
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
withdrew
him,
she
and
involuntarily
had done deeper work, and now at last
arriving
at
Jacksonville
at
8:5o
a.
in.
chair,
his
on
hand
place
from
mt Fraternity Building.
her
its
her book was finished. It was almost
and Se. Augustine to a. m. next
nose og Rod; New Phan* gas
Ole
like a woman's first-born to her, this then turned and looked him in the
novel into which she had pat her best face. "Supposing I had written a book day, without "Mange. Dining car
serves all meals
renite.
thoughts and her worst cynicism—a like that, Ralph?"
anything
"Florida Special" --Leaving Louisabnorso
"I
can't
suppose
cynicism not innate. only born of a
friend's trouble. Sometimes she won- mal, Margaret—women* with minds ville 7:45 p. in., carries observation
sleeper drily except Sunday, Louisdered what Ralph Merton would say like you don't dig in mud."
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
"But supposing I had?" she persist- ville to St.
Augustine,
without
when be read her book. She felt he was
not a man to tolerate too great a ed, feeling as though the decision of change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
Both Phones sin
breadth of view in the woman he loved; her very fate itself hung on his an- arriving at Jacksonville at 8:so p.
Office
bemire
I to m a. es, I to
at. and St- Augustine at ro p. m,
yet she was sure he would be proud of swer.
p.m..
and
y
toØ
p.
"I should first ask you not to pub- next day. 'From' Danville this is
her success; for even her publisher—
and almost every publisher at least lish it," said Ralph Merton very slow- solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite ear, observation tar, etc.
apes pessimism—had told her he had ly, "and—"
"And if / refused?' interrupted Mar- Dining car serves all meals en route
not the slightest doubt upon the subgaret. eagerly. 'Supposing i were to
ject
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull111 A OKNZRAL TONIC.
"The story is so broad," he said; "and refuse your request-4
man slelliAireldies Doeltirelor ta#
Mitrgaret,"
"I
he
should
leave
you,
A CERTAIN CHILL CURL
people love to read about the coarser
p. in. 'dajk
said quietly. "I should never marry a Knoxville; where' connectiou is made
aide of life."
A PURR BLOOD 1111111EDY.
woman Who wrote an unclean book. I
Miss Joule Newcombe with "aitiore and After" at The Kimble,* Monneigh` through sleeper,
Margaret was deeply hurt rit this epee should Witter
WILL CU= 1121,0oll Tom
trust her."
day night.
„
Asheville, Cocriticism, for that had not been har
4
"Why not?" she asked, in genuine
IMES
AND WILL Ille81'011111 THE
object: and she explained to her publa` and Savanak, arriving at
amazement.
,WEAK
lisher
that
she
did
not
AND SICKLY TO PIM
wish
Jcksonvilleto
a.
tn.
at
ci
appeal
ested to be present. The ladies
"I should feel she had either done
to the worse but to the better side
FECT
HEALTH.
did quite a nice business with their
of human nature, and only to poled something bad or was capable of doing
cake sale yesterday at Ogilvie's a
FOR SALK AT ALL DIM
wholesome moral. She had written something bad. It Is WoMan's mlesion
to warn women, and had only spoken in to uplift men by her example in her
11701.1111.
Good returning until May 31st, aro
so unabashed a way of sin and evil to life, and in her writiapi if she writes.'
"Aren't you a little hard and narrow, now on sale e' "ow rates.
Mechanicsburg Methodist.
teach a lesson and save her sex frees
Ralph!"
Order of services at Mechanics- bitter suffering.
K. T. LIGHTFOOT.
"Perhaps so," he answered, gravely.
burg M. E. Chnrch Sunday April
The publisher merely shrugged his
1st. Preaching service by the Pas- shoulders and accepted the book, and "I dare say I am narrow, Margaret—
Going via Ashville and "Land of
Homg- MISSION
SOCIETY tor Rev. J. Cantrell at II :00 a. m. wondered why women hide what they according to an ordinary modern woman's creed—but my wife will have to the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and 7:30 p. ne Sunday school at cleis mean by flowery language.
HOLDS ANNUAL CONFERand returning via Atlanta and Chat- Will parties is
To-day she had received the last of come up to wry standard."
. a. m. Epworth . league at 7:oo p. m.
WI awls
New
tanooga or vice vers.
her proofs, and now she was sitting
Wayf
At
the
service,
morning
Baptism
ENCE HERE.
after
long
Merton
For
Ralph
time
a
For
the "Land of the Sky," "Winwill be administered to the members over the fire with her precious burden had left the room Margaret sat quietly
ter Hotneak" rather handsomely ilon her knee. Now and again she Lifted
that have lately united
with the
a page and reread It carefully, and sat looking into the ere. In One short hoar lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
DL W. C. EUBANKS,
church.
and dreamed, and altered here and her whole point of view of life had address any agent of the Southern
there, and sat and dreamed again. changed. She had thought her lover Railway or C. H. rinagerforti. D.
The Ramsey Society Had Big Sale
(Homeopathist.)
STRIKE
NO
OF
Onceor twice she struck something out tvould be proud of her success, and she P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
understand
her
even
would
hoped
be
Yesterday, and Holds Meeting
A. G. P. A., St.
KENTU'CKY MINERS. or strengthened and rewrote a sentence.
Louis, W C. OM%
Broadway—Phone
and from time to time she glanced up motive in writing her book. It was Rinearsoa, G. P. A., Q. & C. Route,
Restdenoe, hp Broadway.
more outspoken, and dealt even
even
Tomorrow.
Will Continue
At Work Until at the tlock, and when at last it struck
Cincinnati.. 0.
more deeply perhaps with tbe subject
Phase 140.
live she rose, and, collecting her papers,
Wage Scale b Settled.
of stn and passion than that other
put them on the writing table, and, rebook of which he had spoken with
Kyt, Nov. 3of-Thgre seating herself by the fire, sat listening such contempt and open loathing. It
J. C. Filurrnoy
OWL Paisfe
The delegates of the Broadway will be no strike ni the Western for her lever's footstep.
was horrible to her to think that Ralph
Quite unconscious of the depths of woald imagine shl had used her it:abMethodist church and Trimble street Kentucky coal fields April 1. The
Methodist church, have returned miners have agreed to continue at his views on woman,she eagerly antic- ject—the sad .torf of a Mead's mis- Room Nis. 3.
Paducah,
ipated his pleasure and pride. She de- fortuae—as an ignoble means of atfrom Memphis, Tenn., where they work mita a decision is reathed as
Colunlbia Bldg.
Kentucky.
cided not to tell him about her book at taining success and money.
attended the annual conference held to tbe wage scale.
first but, womanlike, keep her awl?
Margaret realised as she sat there
Seam so, it and as, Columbia Mg,.
The suggestion was made by anti! he should have told her his
by the Home Mession societies of
with closely clasped hands, bar heart
the Memphis M. E. conference. The Brelident polui hiblIchell, of the
PADUCAH, KS.
beating with a heavy thud of nervous
Paducah ladies report a most sti.- National Mine Workers' association,
They bad Inished tea and were sitting excitement, that she had retched a
cessful and interesting gathering at and C. W. Wells, of Central City, together over the firs.
crisis*in her life. How much was thls
the Madison Heights church where president of central district No. 23,
"Won't you have a cigarette. Ralph r' man's love worth to her, and what was
analog
'You are sure you don't mind, Mar- love when weighed In the balance pas
sent the word here this morning
the meetings were conducted.
t-e Broadway.'Pabrush, lityk
garet?"
alternatives
lay
The next, annual meeting will be by 11 S. Calvert, of Cestr-al City,
against her art? Two
New Phase 4.
"Of eoutse not. I love It—Ws so /some- before her. She must either give up
Mem w
Drs. 'Grecs a Meets, tan
held the last Tuesday in March, delegate to the Indianapolis conlike. Besides, I want to tell you some- Ralph, or give up publishing her SPECIALTIES:
1907 at the Trimble street Metho- ference.
thing, and men can listen better while book.
Nort hFilth. Both Phone mg
There was no conference of the
dist church here.
Abstraciing of Tides,
they smoke."
13he knew her aim had been single,
operators and miners today. The
Neeldrace ia41 Clay. Old Plasm Age
Insurance. Corporation and
He took the hand that rested on the and her desire grite pure; but Ralph
Indianapolis,
miners are in
and
Christian Science.
Real estate Lam
side of his chair and raised it gently to would never understand that, and
o'clock
This morning at lo:eo o'clock wilt reach the city at 6:30
his lips. "How you spoil me,
therefore she need not put !!.is faith
ths afternoon.
Chrtseilan Science services will be
Marcet!"
and trust to such • test. If she pubThe hist joint conference will be
"Nothing to what! shall do by-and- lished the story she knew he would
held at 527 Broadway, with subject
In connection with the best Foamtomorrow.
held
by," she retorted, laughing "All sire never marry- hie. To loan bhp- would
•
"Are Sin Disease and Death Real?"
wives spoil their husbands, and I mean be torture-0d t.t to ink4 keit
dk lain service, Zach Hayes has added It, Lode sad
Next Wednesday evening at 7:30
Tenamems Wow Pas&
to be a very nice wife."
SPECIAL GRAND
would be totter* boa 15114 eat them,
o'clock the testimonial meeting will
It company--the clatiOast sad beet
a
Sas
Bne
of
GRANTED. - "It's a treat to meet a girl like you in torn Ira one
and then anothan
.JURY
be held.
eacuraion 0111 of Paducah.
them days, dear," he said; "you are not ecananialag trivitleraelf—facing life
30.—Justice like • present-day woman, somehow." and pain and
New York, March
, she felt a bitter
Mispah Mission.
Dowling, in the Supreme Court to"Perhaps tbeey are not so bad as you sense of disappointment that amountSunday school services will be day, granted the application made think."
ed almost to despair. Gradually the
held this afternoon at 2:30 o'ctock at yesterday by
Attorney
District
"Perhaps not," he said, laughing: glowing firelight died slowly down. and
the Miepah Mission, with Mr. W. J. Jerome for a special grand jury to "but there are some rummy ones "asset. only the gray ashes gathered and gath.
Hills as superintendent.
invest'gate insurance matters. Jus- I met one abroad, by the way—a writer. *red until the last red glow began to and will continue to keep up the reptice Dowling said he had consulted a Miss Vereker"—he paused----"she gave fade, and still Margaret sat battling utation our fountain has for magnifiwith ambition and her love.
Ramsey Society.
his associate justices, and they me quite a shock."
cent Ice Cream. boa% forget.
The Ramsey society of the Broad- agreed as to the advisability
Margaret
laughed.
"Real
I y? What "Shall I make the fire up foe you.
of
It is a trip of planers, comfort
way Methodist church will meet to- granting Mr. Jerome's request. The was she like, Ralph? Tously about the miss?"
and rest; good servi-c
taiga,
"No, thanks, ktallam."
morrow afternoon at 3 o'clock at the special grand jury will be called head and flopPingly artistic, or the adgood rooms, etc. kiwis
sack
vanced-young-woman type"
The maid waited. "It's a chilly
church, and all members are re- about May 1.
"Neither," he said; "her appearance night, miss, and It's raining, tea
Wednesday and Saturday
3 p.
was charming—to look at—my dear Shan't I bring a few sticks In?"
For other information apply to Jas.
Margaret stirred impatiently, waitMargaret; she might have been as pure
Korn., superintendent; Frank L
and sweet as you yourself; but her ed a moment, and then said in her
Brown, agent.
voice:
"Very welt, thank
book—well, I never was so thoroughly usual gentle
you—make it up if you like."
shocked in my life."
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
The maid left the room to fetch the
"Do /cm mean by her book, 'Not
wood, and Margaret rose with a slight
Accident, Life, Liability, Stearn BullerOtherwise""
TEL. NO.
He frowned slightly. "I should shiver and crossed to the writing,
g Imes thouglit-goo even--knew the :table on which she _had- _laid_ het
--DENTIST—
precious proofs. Itealde them stood
name."
"I have read it." said Margaret, her lover's photogreph. She took it
Office Phone 369.
Trushart
- . Residence Phone 726 quietly, "and I thought it very clever." up and looked at it long and Intently.
He looken at her in some astonish- It was a frank and open face, and she
ment. "Clever!" he echoed, "of court* recalled with a throb of womanly
It's clever, fiendishly clever, Margaret; pride the blue eyes that grew so tenno one could doubt that for a moment; 'eer when they looked at her and rebut I don't see what that has to do membered with a thrill of tenderness
OFFICE 120 NORTH PUT*
(Incorporated,)
with it. It's appalling to me that an the touch of the strong, warm hand
unmarried girl should write a book one and the voice that had said to her
General Cartage Business,
TELEPHONES
cannot show one's women folk. Why only that very day:
Reeldence age
can't women leave tbe coarser side of
"My dear Margaret I may be a litOffica
Superior Facilities for
Office
life to the man novelist to depict?"
tle narrow; but my wife will have to
Will bring pleasure to your
"PerhiLes she had a moral lesson to come up to my standard."
Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and Monroe
teach," said Margaret, speaking a
It was a good standard—she recog
home during the lotwk whiter
And:Household:Goods.
Both 'Phones ii shade coldly.
nized that—for It touched the high
evenings.
They are playing
"Lesson! Nonsense!" said Merton. level that avoided "even the appear"It's not an unmarried girl's piece to ance of evil," and it was a standard
now at our store. Come in
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
teach moral lessons—not in that way eh might do well to reach not on),
and
hear
Then
them.
you'll
at any rata, ,You cannot touch pitch In his opinion of her, but in her life
without becedhlint defiled, and for
and woek. We eteh live in our own
Want one. Big seldctiOn of
Office and T;eard
r
T.
Rooms 3
4,
young girl like that to wallow in liter- Isolated world of thought, and the
Columbia Building.
records.
ary mud can only show she has an im- most bitter sacrifiees we ever make
Plume 1041—Red.
pure mind and soiled imagination."
are those only knoWn to our secret
"My dear Ralph!"
evolves. Margaret bent her head and
••.••••••••••••as•••E•4••••••••••••
"WarriMINtThic-I ItInlogner 'Mt I looktedeettee mereat her lovet's photospoke strongly because I feel strongly; graph, and then, with a hand that
and, being so sweet and clean a writer trembled almost uncontrollably, she
CITY'ATTORNEY
yourself, you may be able to influence gently replaced It on her table, sad,
a friend who writes that style of book." taking her proofs, crossed quickly to
"I am sure this book was meant as the flee, and, kneeling, tore them leaf
ROMS 13 and 14 Colombia
by lent and nreisee Hem steadily into
a warn n g."
Banda*
"Pe.!" atilt Ralph. "who can warn the flame..--West-nlvster Gazette.
Old Phone zog.
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4•••••••••.••••••••

0.D. Schmidt

r,

Paducah,

Keetlooky.

DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
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Lemon Chill Tonic

=

-sat 111

MEETS HERE
NEXT YEAll more

WmterTOaISt Tictetel

Variable Toon

—LAWYER—

I

ALEN W. BARKLEY,
Annoy-at-Law

FLOURNOY & REED,
LA,W YR/LSI

E.H. PURYEAFt,
Attorney at-Law
'corm g 164 I Rellisbit

Dr. B. T. Hall

EXCURSION

Candy

$8.00 for the Rool
Trip to 1suessee river
and return.

HAYES

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

A. S. DABNEY

C-anapbell-

AN....

EDISON
STANDARD H.T.Rivers,M. D.
PHONOGRAPH

Paducah Transfer Company

Or. Chiktressr:-

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

and

J. W. HUGHES

GENERALINSUILANCrs
116 Fraternity:Building

Warren & Warren

Office Phone, 484-Al
Residence Phone, 323

Jeweler!.
403 Broadway

•

•

•

•

7. B. harrison,
Attorney-at-Law.

1
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Chia Week at Che Kentucky.

tion at The Kenti cky Saturday mat
inee and night
hen Y. C. Alley
Musical Comedy Company presents
the great spec at ular production
Cinderilla. The ompany comes to
this city after playing all the
principle cities in, the South and
West, and if netwspaper criticisms
are to be takenj as any crterion
there is no doubt but
this organi
ization is one of( the strongest yet
to play this city.
The Jackson,
Miss., Times, had the following to
say about the iiroduction: The Y.
C. Alley Musical Comedy Co., in On
derilla appeared at the Century last
night in the tnost stupendous musical comedies' the theatregoers of
this city had witnessed in many a
day. In fact the production from
an artistic point of view was far
above the average in musical comedies.

•
Monday Night
"Before and After"
Tuesday Night—Miss Adelaide Thurston in .
"The Triumph of Betty"
Saturday, Matinee and Night
"Cinderella" Musical Comedy.

To the Patrons of The Kentucky Theatre:—
I respectfuDy beg to announce that tomorrow night, (Monday,
April and) Paducah will be honored by a visit from one of the finest dramatic organisations that has toured this country in many
seasons. In presenting Leo Ditrichstein, Fritz Williams, Katherine
Florence, Geo. G. Boniface, Georgia Lawrence, John Flood, Kenyon
Bishop, Jean Newcombe, John Daly Murphy, etc., enc., Manager
Robt Hunter is undoubtedly offering what the New York critics describe this organization to be—"The finest comedy cast seen on
aroildivoy in many years."

r#

•-

This admirable coterie of Broadway favorites will present for
the first time in this city the play that positively achieved the biggest laughing success on Broadway this season—Lee Ditrichstein's
screaming inacceenor to his famous earlier Girona, "Are you a bow
on?""Before and After" has just completed a run of one hundred
and seven nights at Mrs. Fisk's fasignstabie Manhattan Theatre
during the heighth of the social season this year and now comes
direct from a really enormous hit at the Garrick Theatre in St Louis.
It is to be hoped that the patrons of the Kentucky Theatre will
regime the high merit of this brilliant New York success, fresh from
It. metropolitan laurels, to the extent that an audience representative in else and quality will turn out to recognise, the spncial canaithiralion shown by the New York managers to the theatre Wrens
of this city.
THOMAS W. ROBERTS,
Manager Keatacyg Theatre.

MISSISSIPPI
RIVER
NEARING DANGER LINE.
St. Lotus, March 3o.—The Mississippi river last nieht Iregi-t( red
24.3 feet on the government gauge
here, less than 6 feet below the
danger line, and is still rising at
the rate of about one foot in twenty-fours. 'We danger line was
reached at points near Hanibal, Mo.,
yesterday.
.•••••••••••••

Before and After Monday Night
tary Mad," "Are You a Mason?,"
Leo Ditrichisteirt, the brilliant "All on account of Eliza," and
actor-author who scored such a "Vivian's Papas," but also such
popular hit with his farce, 'Are You plays as "Gossip," in which Mrs.
a Mason?" in which he was so de- Langtry starred; "Bohenia," written
lightful as the sham milliner, has in collaboration with Clyde Fitch;
seemngly achieved an, even greater ''A Southern Romance," "The Song
laughing hit with his latest play, of the Sword," in which E. H.
"Before and After," which comes to Southern starred; and "The Last
the Kentucky Nfonday night and in Appeal."
which he impersonates a festive
Frenchman, Colonel Larivette. The Adelaid Thurston Tuesday Night.
delicacy of Mr. Ditrichstein's art as
Considering the influence she has
a farceur, first made known to the exercised upon her own country and
American public by us characteriza- in fact upon the world at large it is
tion of Zou-Zou in the original pro- surprising that the authors of novels.
duction of "Trilby," is said to b.? and plays have not made more of
fittingly
accompanied
in
this the American girl as a high class
new
play by
the 'high
class type.
A Scene from "The Triumph of Betty" with Miss Adelaid
Thurston as leading star.. At The Kentucky Tuesquality
of
its
craftmanship
In the new play which Miss Adeday night.
the best type of modern farce in laide Thurston produces this season,
the logic of its situations and the "The Triumph of Betty" by W. A.
realism of its characters, the comic Tremayne and Irving L. Hall, the and actions
that are perfectly legiti- force of a wholesome personality
Thurston's excellent work in past
inspiration of the Sunny Jim Pow- authors have endeavored to repre- mate and right are
looked upon with and downright honesty of purpose seasons in
such plays as "The Little
ders, which cause all the trouble, sent her as she really is, and have censure and
suspicion simply be- triumphs over her enemies and traMaster"
will
enjoy her in the "Tribeing once taken for granted.
brought humorous contrasts of man- cause they are out of the
ordinary ducers and brings happiness to all umph of Betty.' Tuesday
night.
His dramatic triumphs comprise ner simply by placing her in the beaten course,
where as a matter of those who have loved and trusted
not only such popular successes as midst of a rather narrow minded fact •Betty is more
intelligent, better her is told in an exceedingly interest
Pretty girls in plentiful numbers
"A Superfluous Husband," "Tit for circle of friends and acquaintances' educated and
more truly a lady than ing and at the same time humorous four comedians
and the best vaudeTat," "Harries Ifnoeymoon," "Mili- in a foreign country, where words her judges.
How she by sheer manner. Those who have seen Miss ville
obtainable will be the attrac-

THE KENTUCKY
4C12=AM

MIKENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 5411

Monday Night
April 2.
Direct trom its brilliant New
York Run of 507 nights at..
Theatre.
THE LAUGHTER HIT OF THE
YEAR DITRICHSTEINS
Smartest, snappiest, sunniest sue‘
cess

BEFORE
AND AFTER
Latest and greatest farce triumph by
the author of "Are You a Mason?"
With Leo Litrichatein, Fritz Williams, Katherine Florence, George
Lawrence, Geo. Boniface, jr., and
the original New York cast.
"It wij1 cure your blues.—New
York Herald.
"Do you know Sunny Jim?" You
ought to.
Prices 25c, 35c, 5oc, 75c, Si,
Seats on Sale Saturday.

Telephone 548

...One Night Onl
;
y-MONDAY, APRIL 2...
En route from its enormous success, Garrick Theatre, St. Louis, to Pittsburg, stopping at
Paducah one night

only.

Lucky Paducah!
New York's Greatest Laughing Hit of the Season
Leo Deitrichstein's Screaming Success
Miternlitt#•"ttlttitttt2======tiff
"A sure cure for the blues."—New
York Heraild.
"A StIpliertle masterpiece of fun."—
New York Sun.
"Beautifully gowned, fashionably
, dressed—a smart play for smart pe0-,
:7NOITA_OlkAliktid.
_ Ple!
"

"The best balanced and finest comedy cast ever seen on Broadway in
an uproariously funny play."—New
York Times.

=12

"BEFORE....
and AFTER."
=rit211•112:=

The Most Delightful, Sparkling ann Smartest Stage Comedy of the. Year, by the Author of "Are
You a Mason?"
Direct from its brilliant run of 107 nights at Mrs. Fiske's Manhattan Theatre, New York, with the entire
New York cast, including Leo Deitrichstein, Fritz Williams, Katherine Florence, George C. Boniface, Jr., George Lawrence, Kenyon Bishop, Jean Newcombe, John Flood
and other well known favorites.
Stittitt

THE BEST COMEDY SEEN ON BROADWAY IN TEN YEARS."---Lloyd Garrison in N. Y.
Press.

"

Vir

ittunittusustamm ansmunntnnumusasanseamta

oimmuserelt.
411111•1141•••••1,

by the Second Baptist church revivalists, who 'believe much good was
done by the preaching held each noon
all of last week at the shop..

•••••••••••••••

down. seriOthe, iliroadway district,
while Offieers Churchhill and Brennan of the Broadway beat were
TELEPHONE WI.
changed to Mechanicsburg.
pThe monthly meeting of the
Miachinist Has New Boy.
Carnigie library trustees 'will be
Mle Thomas Metcalf, 1. C. machin- held Tuesday
evening at the buildist, has a new boy baby at his home.
ing on Ninth and Broadway.
BOARD WILL TUESDAY NIGHT
DAINTY AND SWEET
SWEET LIFE CLOSED.
CHOOSE SUCCESSOR OF
PENSION EXAMINERS.
TO REMOVE FRECKLE:I AND
MIS.; KETTLER.
'PIMPLES IN TEN DAYS, USE
The board of pension examiners
Miss Bertha Lois Bennett Sncfor
this
section
will
meet
next
cpmbed to Tuberselosis.
Wednesday at the office of Dr. lite Complexion Beautifier
,*. .1...
Miss Bertha Kettler of the FrankHenry
Duley on Broadway between
lin
school bu.lding on South Sixth
A\ c have a few boxes f Fiords' and
Miss Bertha, Lois Bennett died
street, will .litoid in her, resignation at ro:ao o'clock yesterday morning Fifth and Sixth streets, at which
Cranes' stationery in 4atest styles. probably by Tuesday evening, at
at her residence in 1212 Monroe time there will be examined people'
It fails to remove In Her New and Exquisite Comedy
which
time
th:
trustees
for
the
city
street,
after an eight month's ill- who want to apply to the United
i. slightly
' On account of boxes •bt‘I'agschools hold t‘teir monthly meeting ness with consumption.
States government for pensions for the very wont cases and beautify the
complexion in twenty days.
soiled we are closing ut at less in the Wlishin;ton building on West
service
during the Civil and Span- . ,
She possessed an exceedingly
Broadway. St retary W. H. Pitcher bright ,and ichetrful disposition, ish-American wars.
Mrs. Edward Jones, of Mount Sterling,
The
board
than manufacturers cost. \
of the board stated last evening that
who are Kentucky, writes.
greatly beloved by all who deeply also examines parties
1
as yet Mi KAtler had not handed
"I feel it my duty to tell you the benefit
drawing pensions, but want in- Nedinole
ham been to us. I had siZiod
in 'her resignation, but he expected deplore her life was cut short in creases, on
account of their physical untold mortification with freckles ,Ins child.
blossoming.
was
She
its
very
popshe would do so by time for Tuesday
Having used all the Jilfiki roomshood.
condition further declining.
mended craws and lotions, withmac*
night, in as flinch as the announce- ular with many friends who are left
I bought yony entire treatment
D. Duley is the member of the hesitancy
sorrowing
demise.
her
ment o' her approaching marriage
atter gfeteg it a fair trial 1 most bwtth
retrommend it, for it's worth its
t is
is in these col-mos this morning. She was born twenty-one years board here.
sold to any woman hawing freckle& Tent BY W. A. TREMAYNE AND IRNadinela is the only thing I have seer mod
On,the resign: In being accepted, ago in Michigan, and came to this
VIN HALL.
with
. Your Nadine Pace Powder is
Home Mission.
her successor'be chosen, but it city during 19°3 with her parents,
faking you the deserved meoeses, 1 COMPLETE SCENIC PRODUCgrand.
is not yet kn
who this wiH be. her father being Mr. T. Bennett, Mrs. J. M. Gentry of 1002 Trim- am sincerely."
TION AND ACCESSORIES.
She is one of the best instructors in foreman at the Illinois Central ble street will tomorrow afternoon
Price 50 cents and $1.00, by leading PRICES: 25c, 35c, 50C, 75C, $1.00 an.
the teaching corps and her services oodworking department. Besides at 2 o'clock have to meet with her &nano or mall. Prepared by the
$1.50.
are reluctantly given up by the sup- her parents she is survived by a tthe Home Mission society of the
SEATS OR SALE MONDAY
Toilet
National
Paria.Tonn
Co..
.
erintendent and trufftees.
brother an'd two sisters.
Trimble street Methodist church.
This afternoon at toso o'lcock the
Rowlandtown SchooL
funeral services will be held at the
Lieb yesterday said residence by Rev. E. H. CunningWANTED—For U. S. Army;
011ame....
I
able-bodied unmarried men between be intended bringing befotte the trus- ham of the Second Baptist church.
aueemaaeme
tees
at
their
monthly
meeting
TuesInterment
follows
at Oak ,Grove
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
Mr. Walter Smedley, of Kansas
There skipped out for the Ten- City,- Mo., is here visiting his broUnited States, el too& altimeter and day evening, the question of taking cemetery.
some
early
action
towards
constructtemperate habits, who can speak, read
nessee river yesterday the steamer ther County Clerk Hiram Smedley,
ing a building on the Faxon property
and write
Kentucky. She remains up that and sister Miss Jude Smedley.
•
apply to
New the board has bought on North
stream until next Thursday night.
Mrs. J. M. Luttrell has gone to
Twelfth street several blocks beyond
Richmond HeitarPactucah. Ky.
The Btittorff will come in today Canton, Ky., for
a visit to relatives
'`.r-aett.
Continuing
in
this,
connec,..17;t • .from Nashville and lay until noon
it
Hon. J. K. Hendrick will tomorthe superintendent said a4 new
WAIsiTED-4-411101YrAtteeksiet studtcmorrow before 'skipping out for row return
ool for that vicinity is absolutely
from Smithland where he
ents in priya,
,s. , They pay necessary, and he would strenuously
Clarksville, Tenn.
has been for several days.
monthly ia.
. "State scheapett urge that something be done this
The Dick Fowler returned last
Mr. Carl Kluge of Golconda and
night from Cairo and lays until his
Itusiness 40,90ge, 314% BroadwaY4 summer in this respect, as ample accon Carl Kluge, Jr., of theU. S.
TO
CREATE eight o'clock tomorrow morning,
phone 1711k.F,
eoewnodations had to be afforded the OR.DINANCE
N. were in the city Saturday mingiONOT
DRAWN
UP
FOR
before getting away again for ling
little ones in that part of North Side.
among friends.
Young Cite
COUNCIL.
there.
At present the Eighth and HarriFOR
R IsIT—Paducah
Wagon
has been in Uncle Sam's navy four
Works n3cJ4qry, new and complete. son street school is the nearest buildThe Joe Fowler comes in today
years and has touched most of the
ing and the children of the RowlandApply t
from Evansville and lays until to
Liti Bois.
great
parts of the world. He is now
town section, and between there and Mayor Yeiser Preparing to Sell this o'cick tomorrow meaning before
a
Boatswains
Po' Sun's) mate and
Trimble
street have to walk all the
FerryBeat Franchise — Departskipping out on her return that
FOR RENT---Moder,p 8 roomed
had charge of a 6 inch rapid-fire
way
Harrison
Eighth
to
order
and
in
mental
Monthly
Reports.
way.
house, all' imprIcsietnents, West End.
gun on the Battleship Iowa. Young
to get to their s udies. This is some- City Solicitor James Campbell. The John S. Hopkins
Apply to U8. buBoin
yesterday Carl is a typical
thing that demanda the attention of Jr., yesterday said he had not went to
Jackie a splendid
Evansville and Comes back specimen
lie tooterc and strong efforts will drawn uP any ordinance creating
of young American manFOR 'RENT—One ow
again Tuesday.
_ice over
hood and parents and friends are
Walter's drug- *ore. 'Appty to •D. be made to take some active steps the office of building inspector for
Late tomorrow night the steamer
towards ereoting a building on the the city, and combining the
justly
proud of him.
duties Clyde will get out of the Tennessee
YEISER.
Faxen property so every scholar in of same
Mr. Charlet Crow has taken a place
with those of the city elec- river and lay here until fire o'cick
the vicinity, within a radius oreight
trician. He was not directed by Wednesday afternoon before get- with a South Carolina Lumber ComFOR SAI.F.2 first class mules.
BY BerPert, Graduate Ontklan
or ten 'blocks, can he given a cenpany and gone there to report for
John H. Scroggins, Eagle, Ill.
the
ordinance committee to draft ting out on her return that way.
trally located place to study. Many
duty. He is a lumber inspector and
The Georgia Lee will get to Cin- will be assigned 018 Mexico as a
of the trustees have favorably talked this bill and being it in tomorrow
Satisfaction °sweated
FREE:—New booklet telling you upon the subject, and prospects
night
for
adoption
by the council, cinnati Tuesday and leave there territory.
are
how you can make several thousand
food fo- something definite being ef- therefore it will not be up. Last Wednesday on her return this wav,
M. and Mrs. David Fisk are visitdollars yearly handling
Monday night the; aldermen and getting here next Saturday.
agent's. fected.
ing in Mayfield.
•
Full of new ideas. Valuable inforcouncil as a committee of the whole
The Peters Lee will get to Memlike- W. Armour Gardner and
mation; free postpaid.
instructed the ordinance rpm:settee phis tomorrow. night and leave Misses Martha Dario and Louise Cox
Write F.
School Attendance.
'Parker, 237 Miarket St., Chicago.
Superintendent
Lieb
yesterday to bring in the measure, but they there Tuesday bound for Cincin- have returned from viskin In EranAmorning had turned in to him the re- NMI not do so tomorrow night, un- nati. She teaches here Thursday ville.
WANTED—Lady
as
district ports for March, showing the atten- less the solicitor is directed to write on. her way up.
Ezell, of Cairo, is in the
MI. J
wanager for spring business, good dance at each school building in the it tomorrow.
-The passenger business on the city. He is circulation manager for
health and willing to wait. Salary city. In going over the documents
s
librween Paducah aad'Cincin- the Bulletin. •
$12.00 weekly and expenses. Ad- he finds that the decrease in attenWt. and Mire Henry Lovelace have
Sell Ferry Franchise.
isati.ir tstrffering seriously from the
JEWELER & OPTICIAIS
gone to Los Angeles, Cal., to resick.
vancement. Answer at once. 7. E dance for the month just past, equallMayor Y:iser has written out his inroads the myriads of gasoline
They were accompanied by Mrs. F..
ed that of any two preceeding rotices saying he will sell the fran- launches
licErady & to., Chicago.
are making upon it.
357 Broadosap.
L. Reimer.
months for thus scholastic year. He chise, that will renew the old
grant
attributes this falling off to the unof Owen Bros. to operate their
—Proprietor Bud Dale, of the
usual inclement cono . pf , the
TO THE PUBLIC.
New Richmond, has recovered from
ferryboat
between
here
the
and
weather during the pahoui'seeeks,
I take this 'occasion to notify by
WATER HOTICE.
a
slight
attack
illness
of
and is able Mends
The
as it has been exceedingly' bad and Illinois landings ocdposite.
and the public, that I am
to be about again.
mayor
not
has
yet
selected
the
date
—C. L. Carman, who escaped from disagreeable, and many little \onts however of his public sale, but will
—Will Kramer and Junes Simp- no longer connected with the Padukept
rather
at
their
home
by
parents.
•
the Benton jail Tuesday night, has
son have filed suits against the cah Undeetaking company, corn- .. Patrons of the Water C—
do ea this week sometime.
a' I am informed, of S. P. are reminded that their
been mptsred,„494 brought back, E. than let them walk the many blocks
steamer
Clifton for $ao cla;med due
water rent
Otilinances have been adopted
N. Pare, of near ..1;iardia, finding the necessary to get to scboo,1 through oldering
seamen's wages. Tbeyhad at- Pool, L. 0 Stephenson and D. I... expired March pet.
as
Thos. who
put up the franchise, that
Prospects
rain
mud,
the
and
snow.
accused loitering around his place,
tached some of the boat's barges ly- Adatwi
desire to renew these Aimed de 6o
and arresting, him. With a red-hot are for good weather this month and will have to be disposed of at public ing here, but bond was given by the
1. am now conducting an trader- before it is forgotten, as all
premiss
poker Carman burned his way out of this will naturally cause a resumption sale, but only the Owen brothers boat owners and barges released.
takbeg establishment of my own at not paid for on err
before Apell meth,
will bid out it, they being the only
jail where he f$ being held charged of the average attendance.
—Yesterday Coroner Frank Eaker No. at3 South Third street, and will be phut *ff.
School Census.
ones owning a ferryboat out of held an inquest over the body of shall be glad to
Pw i th trying to ras4s4i his own daughserve all my former
The prompt payment ef water
Tomorrow
enumeramorning
the
here.
ter.
Cora Gilbert, colored, who killed her- patrons and the public generally.
rents will save vexation sad MIR to
school
the
chosen
tors
month
by
last
—President. Gus Thompson ,of. the
self the night before by taking laudaVery respectfully.
the consumer, and unpleasant dation
;board, start the work of taking the
Burial Permits.
local ball club
num and morphine. She was ao years.
,
ernpldytd again census
schoolPaducah
and
of
people
of
NANCY..
annoyance se the company. ...
City Clerk Henry Bailey checked old and cooked for R. E. Jones of
for this season, Effie Wit/isms as
ticket seller at the ball park grounds, ing age, that is between 6 and 20 over yesterday and found he hal the Pines Stock osrm in Arcadia.
and Fred Set/gales, as tieket taker at years. Theft enumerators have to during the month closing last night, She gave. no cause for the rash act.
complete their work during the
the gates.
-month of April. R. H. McGuire takes issued to bury 22 white people and
Col. Victor Van de Male has reten colored parties.
When yoif
tri dy "Old Terrell" whis- the census feaf'llve First and Second
covered from his two weeks illness
Illres
During
Month.
wards flefAry Ntnn for the Third and
key you ge
011ie, that is made in
Chief James Woods of the fire and today goes to Southern IlliFourth and ',flames H. Wilcox for the
an actual d Art" and 'the hops,
FAS and Sixth. They are to take department last night figured up r.ois upon a drumming trip.
malt, rye and corn used in its disLawyer Frank Lucas will return
the- name, age end address of every' and found that doting March only
tillation is the eery hiell' grade person betwien 6 and 20. and every- it runs were made by the firemen next Tuesday from ,Bowling Green.
and the spring water used is as clear body should be prepared to quickly in answering alarms, while the Glasgow and other points over the
, as a crystal and absolutely pure give them the desired information month's losses are about
$3,500, state.
, which is an important item in perfect when they come to homes in order covered with insurance.
Traveling Auditor J. R. Stogge,* AtisANZ,fh
istillation. A visit to the distillery to assist expedition on part of the
the Standard Oil Company, is in the
AND IN OUR LINE YOU W ILL FIND THE
CHOICEST'
ill convince rv.
'city.
eu, of the above,facts. enumerators.
1.
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS
NEGRO ARRESTED.
AF—
or sale one *art up,' at 417 JeerFORD.
THE PATH OP THE GOOD DRESSER IS
Henry Gray, colored, was. arrestBOTH'
on street, city retail department.
Sanitary Notice.
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR
ed last evening by Officers Hurley
HIS;
istillery north end of loth street.
CLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY
Notice is hereby given to all perand Singery on the charge of using
GARMENT
Wyk
o oo, $2.50(and $3.00 per gallon. One
TURN OUT.
insulting language towards John sons to clean your bank premises and
quart up. `
get
ready for inspection of sanitary
Phillips, white, on South Third
officers—
ill-he-sterted--the'-the
SIT
CI.
FOlt ILLINOIS CENTRAL EMinspection)
shout
time and being
Yesterday
morning
If your blood is not right%
Patrolmen ready
PLOYES AT LOCOMOwilt save trouble and expense.
Teroell
And
Matlock
of
the
Mer•
TIVE SHOPS.
Order of /Board of Health.
take
chanicsburg bent were transferred
W. T. GRAVES, Health Officer.
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In 3tatiOnery

TEACHER WILL
RESIGN POSITION

Worth it's -E1 KENTUCKY
Weight
In Gold,! Tues. Night, Apr.3

Nadinolatcta=

ADELAIDE
THURSTON

"The Triumph
of Betty"

M'PH
ERSO
Drug Store.

WANTS

..guperintendent

THE RIVERS

PERSONALS

SPECTACLES

BUILDING
INSPECTOR

EYE GLASSES

ProPirli $11 Odd RUld
Fitted

Misted

0.00

EYES TESTED FREE

J. L.WOLFF,

LOCAL NEWS

Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY

1S

LONGER HOURS

DiCke & Brack,

516 Broadway.

Walker's
Sarsaparilla
With Iodide Potash

Yesterday morning Master Mechanic Turnbull of the Illinois Central railroad shops, here,- posted a
bulletin, stating that commencing tomorrow morning the soo employes in
It is a new, pleasant combina- the locomotive department will begin
tion of best known vegetable working nine hours every day instead
of eigti' as heretofore. This departalteratives and tot*.
ment includes the machinists, boilerIT CLEANSES,
makers, blacksmiths and tinshop men
who erotic by the hour, therefore the
IT, PURIFIES
lengthened &Li gives them one more
IT VITALIZES. hour's daily pay. The other departMeat*, extept the painters, have been
Carefully prepared in our
laboring nine hours for a long while.
This additional hour for the locomoown laboratory.
tive department is the usual spring
resumption necresitated on account
of the increased volume of work this
department has to.turn out

R. W. WALKER &

NcoRrokATED. 1.
Druggists,
FIrth'ind rimy.
Both Phones tys.

Shop Rvebrals Closed.
Yesterday at non% the last noon
service was held at the I. C. shops

MERCHANT TAILORS,

rospects tor Shortage of Coal April I
Buy TRADLWA7ER
COAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVA'POP

COAL now and save money

LUMP 13 CENTS PER BUSHEL

„ „
KelltliCky la 10.

PROMPT DELIVERY.
Foot of
sOtrneieOt
WeSt

NUT

kg, CENTS PER, Mum

Iroth Telephones 254. I

1 •

4.•

.
I

